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ABSTRACT
Thanks to information explosion, data for the objects of in-
terest can be collected from increasingly more sources. How-
ever, for the same object, there usually exist conflicts among
the collected multi-source information. To tackle this chal-
lenge, truth discovery, which integrates multi-source noisy
information by estimating the reliability of each source, has
emerged as a hot topic. Several truth discovery methods
have been proposed for various scenarios, and they have been
successfully applied in diverse application domains. In this
survey, we focus on providing a comprehensive overview of
truth discovery methods, and summarizing them from dif-
ferent aspects. We also discuss some future directions of
truth discovery research. We hope that this survey will pro-
mote a better understanding of the current progress on truth
discovery, and offer some guidelines on how to apply these
approaches in application domains.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the era of information explosion, data have been woven
into every aspect of our lives, and we are continuously gener-
ating data through a variety of channels, such as social net-
works, blogs, discussion forums, crowdsourcing platforms,
etc. These data are analyzed at both individual and popu-
lation levels, by business for aggregating opinions and rec-
ommending products, by governments for decision making
and security check, and by researchers for discovering new
knowledge. In these scenarios, data, even describing the
same object or event, can come from a variety of sources.

However, the collected information about the same object
may conflict with each other due to errors, missing records,
typos, out-of-date data, etc. For example, the top search re-
sults returned by Google for the query “the height of Mount
Everest” include “29, 035 feet”, “29, 002 feet” and “29, 029
feet”. Among these pieces of noisy information, which one
is more trustworthy, or represents the true fact? In this
and many more similar problems, it is essential to aggregate
noisy information about the same set of objects or events
collected from various sources to get true facts.

One straightforward approach to eliminate conflicts among
multi-source data is to conduct majority voting or averag-
ing. The biggest shortcoming of such voting/averaging ap-
proaches is that they assume all the sources are equally reli-

able. Unfortunately, this assumption may not hold in most
cases. Consider the aforementioned “Mount Everest” exam-
ple: Using majority voting, the result “29, 035 feet”, which
has the highest number of occurrences, will be regarded as
the truth. However, in the search results, the information
“29, 029 feet” from Wikipedia is the truth. This example
reveals that information quality varies a lot among differ-
ent sources, and the accuracy of aggregated results can be
improved by capturing the reliabilities of sources. The chal-
lenge is that source reliability is usually unknown a priori
in practice and has to be inferred from the data.

In the light of this challenge, the topic of truth discov-
ery [15, 22, 24, 29–32,46, 48, 74, 77, 78] has gained increasing
popularity recently due to its ability to estimate source re-
liability degrees and infer true information. As truth dis-
covery methods usually work without any supervision, the
source reliability can only be inferred based on the data.
Thus in existing work, the source reliability estimation and
truth finding steps are tightly combined through the fol-
lowing principle: The sources that provide true information
more often will be assigned higher reliability degrees, and
the information that is supported by reliable sources will be
regarded as truths.

With this general principle, truth discovery approaches have
been proposed to fit various scenarios, and they make dif-
ferent assumptions about input data, source relations, iden-
tified truths, etc. Due to this diversity, it may not be easy
for people to compare these approaches and choose an ap-
propriate one for their tasks. In this survey paper, we give a
comprehensive overview of truth discovery approaches, sum-
marize them from different aspects, and discuss the key chal-
lenges in truth discovery. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first comprehensive survey on truth discovery. We
hope that this survey paper can provide a useful resource
about truth discovery, help people advance its frontiers, and
give some guidelines to apply truth discovery in real-world
tasks.

Truth discovery plays a prominent part in information age.
On one hand we need accurate information more than ever,
but on the other hand inconsistent information is inevitable
due to the “variety” feature of big data. The develop-
ment of truth discovery can benefit many applications in
different fields where critical decisions have to be made
based on the reliable information extracted from diverse
sources. Examples include healthcare [42], crowd/social
sensing [5,26,40,60,67,68], crowdsourcing [6,28,71], informa-
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tion extraction [27,76], knowledge graph construction [17,18]
and so on. These and other applications demonstrate the
broader impact of truth discovery on multi-source informa-
tion integration.

The rest of this survey is organized as follows: In the next
section, we first formally define the truth discovery task.
Then the general principle of truth discovery is illustrated
through a concrete example, and three popular ways to cap-
ture this principle are presented. After that, in Section 3,
components of truth discovery are examined from five as-
pects, which cover most of the truth discovery scenarios
considered in the literature. Under these aspects, represen-
tative truth discovery approaches are compared in Section
4. We further discuss some future directions of truth discov-
ery research in Section 5 and introduce several applications
in Section 6. In Section 7, we briefly mention some related
areas of truth discovery. Finally, this survey is concluded in
Section 8.

2. OVERVIEW
Truth discovery is motivated by the strong need to resolve
conflicts among multi-source noisy information, since con-
flicts are commonly observed in database [9, 10, 20], the
Web [38,72], crowdsourced data [57,58,81], etc. In contrast
to the voting/averaging approaches that treat all informa-
tion sources equally, truth discovery aims to infer source
reliability degrees, by which trustworthy information can be
discovered. In this section, after formally defining the task,
we discuss the general principle of source reliability estima-
tion and illustrate the principle with an example. Further,
three popular ways to capture this principle are presented
and compared.

2.1 Task Definition
To make the following description clear and consistent, in
this section, we introduce some definitions and notations
that are used in this survey.

• An object o is a thing of interest, a source s describes
the place where the information about objects can be
collected from, and a value vso represents the informa-
tion provided by source s about object o.

• An observation, also known as a record, is a 3-tuple
that consists of an object, a source, and its provided
value.

• The identified truth for an object v∗o is the information
selected as the most trustworthy one from all possible
candidate values about this object.

• Source weight ws reflects the probability of source s
providing trustworthy information. A higher ws in-
dicates that source s is more reliable and the infor-
mation from this source is more likely to be accurate.
Note that in this survey, the terms “source weight” and
“source reliability degree” are used interchangeably.

Based on these definitions and notations, let’s formally de-
fine the truth discovery task as following.

Definition 1. For a set of objects O that we are inter-
ested in, related information can be collected from a set of
sources S. Our goal is to find the truth v∗o for each ob-
ject o ∈ O by resolving the conflicts among the information

from different sources {vso}s∈S . Meanwhile, truth discovery
methods estimate source weights {ws}s∈S that will be used
to infer truths.

2.2 General Principle of Truth Discovery
In this section, we discuss the general principle adopted by
truth discovery approaches, and then describe three popular
ways to model it in practice. After comparing these three
ways, a general truth discovery procedure is given.

As mentioned in Section 1, the most important feature of
truth discovery is its ability to estimate source reliabilities.
To identify the trustworthy information (truths), weighted
aggregation of the multi-source data is performed based on
the estimated source reliabilities. As both source reliabili-
ties and truths are unknown, the general principle of truth
discovery works as follows: If a source provides trustworthy
information frequently, it will be assigned a high reliabil-
ity; meanwhile, if one piece of information is supported by
sources with high reliabilities, it will have big chance to be
selected as truth.

To better illustrate this principle, consider the example in
Table 1. There are three sources providing the birthplace
information of six politicians (objects), and the goal is to
infer the true birthplace for each politician based on the
conflicting multi-source information. The last two rows in
Table 1 show the identified birthplaces by majority voting
and truth discovery respectively.

By comparing the results given by majority voting and truth
discovery in Table 1, we can see that truth discovery meth-
ods outperform majority voting in the following cases: (1) If
a tie case is observed in the information provided by sources
for an object, majority voting can only randomly select one
value to break the tie because each candidate value receives
equal votes. However, truth discovery methods are able to
distinguish sources by estimating their reliability degrees.
Therefore, they can easily break the tie and output the value
obtained by weighted aggregation. In this running example,
Mahatma Gandhi represents a tie case. (2) More impor-
tantly, truth discovery approaches are able to output a mi-
nority value as the aggregated result. Let’s take a close look
at Barack Obama in Table 1. The final aggregated result
given by truth discovery is “Hawaii”, which is a minority
value provided by only Source 2 among these three sources.
If most sources are unreliable and they provide the same in-
correct information (consider the “Mount Everest” example
in Section 1), majority voting has no chance to select the
correct value as it is claimed by minority. In contrast, truth
discovery can distinguish reliable and unreliable sources by
inferring their reliability degrees, so it is able to derive the
correct information by conducting weighted aggregation. As
a result, truth discovery approaches are labeled as the meth-
ods that can discover “the wisdom of minority” [28,76].

Next, we discuss three popular ways to incorporate this gen-
eral principle in truth discovery methods.

2.2.1 Iterative methods
In the general principle of truth discovery, the truth com-
putation and source reliability estimation depend on each
other. Thus some truth discovery methods [15,24,46,74] are
designed as iterative procedures, in which the truth compu-
tation step and source weight estimation step are iteratively
conducted until convergence.

In the truth computation step, sources’ weights are as-
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George Abraham Mahatma John Barack Franklin
Washington Lincoln Gandhi Kennedy Obama Roosevelt

Source 1 Virginia Illinois Delhi Texas Kenya Georgia
Source 2 Virginia Kentucky Porbandar Massachusetts Hawaii New York
Source 3 Maryland Kentucky Mumbai Massachusetts Kenya New York

Majority Voting Virginia Kentucky Delhi Massachusetts Kenya New York
Truth Discovery Virginia Kentucky Porbandar Massachusetts Hawaii New York

Table 1: Illustrative Example

sumed to be fixed. Then the truths {v∗o}o∈O can be inferred
through weighted aggregation such as weighted voting. For
example, in Investment [46], the sources uniformly “invest”
their reliabilities among their claimed values, and the truths
are identified by weighted voting. To be more specific, each
candidate value v receives the votes from sources in the fol-
lowing way:

vote(v) =

(∑
s∈Sv

ws

|Vs|

)1.2

, (1)

where Sv is the set of sources that provide this candidate
value, and |Vs| is the number of claims made by source s.
As the truths are identified by ranking the received votes,
the final results {v∗o}o∈O rely more on the sources with high
weights. This follows the principle that the information from
reliable sources will be counted more in the aggregation.

In the source weight estimation step, source weights are es-
timated based on the current identified truths. Let’s still
take Investment for example. In truth computation step,
the sources invest their reliabilities among claimed values,
and now, in source weight computation step, they collect
credits back from the identified truths as follows:

ws =
∑
v∈Vs

(
vote(v) · ws/|Vs|∑

s′∈Sv ws′/|Vs′ |

)
. (2)

That is, each source gets the proportional credits back from
all its claimed values. As the received votes of values grow
according to a non-linear function (Eq. (1)), the trustworthy
information will have higher votes and contributes more to
the source weight estimation. Thus the sources that provide
trustworthy information more often will get more credits
back and have higher weights.

2.2.2 Optimization based methods
In [6, 29, 30, 32], the general principle of truth discovery is
captured through the following optimization formulation:

arg min
{ws},{v∗o}

∑
o∈O

∑
s∈S

ws · d(vso, v
∗
o), (3)

where d(·) is a distance function that measures the difference
between the information provided by source s and the identi-
fied truth. For example, the distance function can be 0-1 loss
function for categorical data, and L2-norm can be adopted
for continuous data. The objective function measures the
weighted distance between the provided information {vso}
and the identified truths {v∗o}. By minimizing this function,
the aggregated results {v∗o} will be closer to the information
from the sources with high weights. Meanwhile, if a source
provides information that is far from the aggregated results,
in order to minimize the total loss, it will be assigned a low

weight. These ideas exactly follow the general principle of
truth discovery.

In this optimization formulation (Eq. (3)), two sets of vari-
ables, source weights {ws} and identified truths {v∗o}, are
involved. To derive a solution, coordinate descent [7] can be
adopted, in which one set of variables are fixed in order to
solve for the other set of variables. This leads to solutions in
which the truth computation step and source weight estima-
tion step are iteratively conducted until convergence. This
is similar to the iterative methods.

2.2.3 Probabilistic graphical model based methods
Some truth discovery methods [48,77,78] are based on prob-
abilistic graphical models (PGMs). Figure 1 shows a general
PGM to incorporate the principle of truth discovery, and the
corresponding likelihood is following:∏

s∈S

p(ws|β)
∏
o∈O

(
p(v∗o |α)

∏
s∈S

p(vso|v∗o , ws)

)
. (4)

Figure 1: The general probabilistic graphical model for truth
discovery

In this model, each claimed value vso is generated based on
the corresponding truth v∗o and source weight ws, and func-
tion p(vso|v∗o , ws) links them together. Let’s take Gaussian
distribution as an example. In this case, the truth v∗o can
be set as the distribution mean, while source weight ws is
the precision (the reciprocal of variance). Then the claimed
value vso is sampled from this particular distribution with pa-
rameter (v∗o , ws). If source weight ws is high, the variance is
relative small and thus the “generated” claimed value vso will
be close to the truth v∗o . In other words, the truth v∗o is close
to the claimed values that are supported by the sources with
high weights. Meanwhile, if the claimed value vso is close to
the identified truth v∗o , in order to maximize the likelihood,
a small variance parameter (high source weight ws) will be
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estimated. This also reflects the general principle of truth
discovery.

To infer the latent variables {ws} and {v∗o}, techniques such
as Expectation Maximization (EM) can be adopted for in-
ference. The hyperparameters α and β also exert their influ-
ence on the inference. These parameters can be used to in-
corporate prior knowledge about truth distribution or source
weight distribution.

2.2.4 Comparison and summary
Here we compare the above three ways to capture the general
principle of truth discovery.

• In terms of interpretability, iterative methods are eas-
ier to understand and interpret. For example, in In-
vestment and PooledInvestment [46, 47], sources “in-
vest” their reliabilities among their claimed values and
collect credits back from the identified truths. While
optimization based and PGM based solutions are de-
rived from coordinate descent and inference, they are
interpretable but need more explanations.

• When some prior knowledge about sources or objects
is available, it can be used to improve the truth dis-
covery performance. In optimization based solutions,
prior knowledge can be formulated as extra equality
or inequality constraints. For PGM based methods,
hyperparameters can capture the external knowledge.

All these three ways are widely used to encode the gen-
eral principle into truth discovery methods. By providing
the above comparison, we do not claim that one of them is
better than another. In fact, the coordinate descent in op-
timization based approaches and the parameter inference in
PGM based approaches lead to iterative update rules that
are similar to iterative methods, and it is possible to formu-
late the iterative methods as an optimization problem or a
parameter inference task.

The general procedure of truth discovery is summarized in
Algorithm 1. Usually, truth discovery methods start with an
initialization of source weights, and then iteratively conduct
truth computation step and source weight estimation step.
Some stopping criteria are adopted in practice to control the
number of iterations. One commonly adopted criterion is to
check the change of identified truths or source weights, and
terminate the algorithm when the change is smaller than a
pre-defined threshold.

3. ASPECTS OF TRUTH DISCOVERY
As mentioned above, various truth discovery approaches
have been proposed for several scenarios. They have differ-
ent assumptions about input data, relations among sources
and objects, identified truths, etc. Meanwhile, applications
in various domains also have their unique characteristics
that should be taken into account. These motivate the needs
for diverse truth discovery techniques. In this section, we
summarize them from the following aspects: input data,
source reliability, object, claimed value, and the output.

3.1 Input Data
We first discuss several features of input data that requires
pre-processing conducted before the truth discovery step.

Algorithm 1 General Procedure of Truth Discovery

Input: Information from sources {vso}o∈O,s∈S .
Output: Identified truths {v∗o}o∈O and the estimated
source weights {ws}s∈S .

1: Initialize source weights {ws}s∈S ;
2: repeat
3: for o ← 1 to |O| do
4: Truth computation: infer the truth for object o

based on the current estimation of source weights;
5: end for
6: Source weight estimation: update source weights

based on the current identified truths;
7: until Stop criterion is satisfied;
8: return Identified truths {v∗o}o∈O and the estimated

source weights {ws}s∈S .

3.1.1 Duplicate input data
It is possible that one source may make several observations
about the same object. For example, a Wikipedia contribu-
tor may edit the information about the same entry several
times, or a crowdsourcing worker can submit his output for a
specific task multiple attempts. However, most of the truth
discovery methods assume that each source makes at most
one observation about an object. If the timestamp for each
observation is available, a possible approach is to consider
the data freshness [52] and select the up-to-date observation.
Otherwise, some pre-defined rules can be adopted to choose
one from multiple observations.

3.1.2 Objects without conflict
For some objects, all the observations made by sources have
the same claimed value. In this case, most of the truth dis-
covery methods should give the same results which is the
claimed value (one exception is the method that considers
“unknown” as an output candidate [46]). So it might be
safe to remove these trivial records. Furthermore, in [77],
the authors report that this pre-processing improves the ef-
fectiveness of truth discovery methods. This is because of
the fact that if all the sources agree with each other, these
observations may not contribute (too much) to the source
reliability estimation. It should be pointed out that these
trivial records do affect the estimation of source reliability,
and thus this pre-processing step should be carefully exam-
ined before performing it.

3.1.3 Input data format
As the information are collected from various sources, they
may have different formats [31]. For example, when the
object is “the height of Mount Everest”, some sources have
claimed values as “29, 029 feet”, while others have claimed
values as “8848 meters”. Another case, for example, “John
Smith” and “Smith, John”, is commonly observed in text
data. In fact, these claimed values are the same one and
they should be formatted to an identical value.

3.1.4 Input uncertainty
When the observations are extracted from textual data (for
example, in the knowledge fusion task [17,18]) or the sources
provide observations with their confidence indicators (for ex-
ample, in the question-answering system [6]), it is necessary
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to consider the uncertainty of these observations. In [47], the
authors propose a way to generalize truth discovery meth-
ods, which considers multi-dimensional uncertainty, such as
the uncertainty in information extractors.

3.1.5 Structured v.s. unstructured data
Previously, most work [15, 24, 46, 74] considers the inputs
from structured databases. Recently, increasingly more
work focuses on unstructured input, such as texts [17,37,76].
These unstructured data provide more information such as
corpus evidence [76], URL, confidence [17], and question
text [37] which are useful for source reliability estimation.
However, at the same time, this extra information introduces
more noise and uncertainty.

3.1.6 Streaming data
In many real-world applications, data continue to arrive over
time. Most of the existing truth discovery methods are batch
algorithms and work on static data. These methods are
inefficient to process streaming data as they need to re-run
the batch algorithms when new data are available. To tackle
this challenge, some truth discovery algorithms [32, 64, 79]
have been designed for different types of streaming data.

3.1.7 Labeled truths
Besides the input data, truth discovery methods might as-
sume some additional labeled information. As labeled truths
are usually difficult to collect, most truth discovery methods
are unsupervised, i.e., estimating the truths without any la-
beled information. While in [21,35,75], the authors assume
that a small set of truths are available and thus the proposed
algorithms work in semi-supervised settings. Therefore, a
few available truths can be used to guide source reliability
estimation and truth computation. The results show that
even a small set of labeled truths could improve the perfor-
mance.

3.2 Source Reliability
As source reliability estimation is the most important fea-
ture of truth discovery, here we examine some assumptions
and discuss several advanced topics about the source relia-
bility estimation.

3.2.1 Source consistency assumption
Most truth discovery methods [15, 24, 30, 46, 74, 75, 77] have
the source consistency assumption, which can be described
as follows: A source is likely to provide true information
with the same probability for all the objects. This assump-
tion is reasonable in many applications. It is one of the most
important assumptions for the estimation of source reliabil-
ity.

3.2.2 Source independence assumption
Some truth discovery methods [24, 30, 46, 74, 77] have the
source independence assumption, which can be interpreted
as the fact that sources make their observations indepen-
dently instead of copying from each other. This assumption
is equivalent to the following: The true information is more
likely to be identical or similar among different sources, and
the false information provided by different sources is more
likely to be different.

3.2.3 Source dependency analysis
In [14–16, 49, 50, 53], the authors relax source independence
assumption. In these work, the authors try to detect copying
relationship among sources, and then adjust the sources’
weights according to the detected relationship. This copying
detection is beneficial in application scenarios where some
sources copy information from others. The main principle
behind the copy detection is that if some sources make many
common mistakes, they are not likely to be independent with
each other. However, this principle becomes ineffective when
some sources copy information from a good source.

In [15], the authors propose a method to detect direct copy-
ing relationship. They assume that a copier does not copy
all the information from other sources and may provide some
information by itself. In other words, the detected copying
relationship is represented by a probability that a source
copies the provided information from others. The authors
apply Bayesian analysis to infer the existence and direction
of copying relationship among sources. This copying de-
tection procedure is tightly combined with truth discovery,
and thus the detected copying relationship and the discov-
ered truths are iteratively updated. On the other hand, [50]
alleviates the source dependency problem by revealing the
latent group structure among sources, and aggregates the
information at the group level. This can reduce the risk
of overusing the information from the dependent sources,
especially when these sources are unreliable.

Compared with the above work that the copying relation-
ship is detected from snapshots of data, [16] detects copy-
ing relationship from dynamic data, where the provided in-
formation from sources are changing. The authors apply
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to detect copying relation-
ship given the update history of sources, and the outputs
are the evolving copying relationship and the evolving true
values. To evaluate the quality of sources, instead of sim-
ply considering their accuracy, more metrics are adopted for
the dynamic data, such as coverage (how many values in
the history a source covers), exactness (how many updates
conform to the reality), and freshness (how quickly a source
captures a new value). The copying relationship detection is
performed by considering the source quality and the update
behaviors among sources simultaneously. Similar to [15],
both the copying relationship and true values are inferred in
an iterative procedure.

However, there may be other complex copying relationships
rather than direct copying, such as co-copying (i.e., multiple
sources copy from one source), and transitive copying (i.e., a
source may copy from other sources transitively). To detect
such global copying relationship, [14] extends the idea of [15]
and [16]: By considering both the completeness and accu-
racy of sources, the existence and direction of direct copying
relationship are detected. Then based on these detected di-
rect copying relationship, Bayesian analysis is performed to
detect global copying relationship.

The main principle behind the copy detection is that copiers
make the same mistakes with sources they copy from, which
is limited in characterizing the relations among sources.
In [49], the authors consider different correlations between
sources which are more general than copying. Sources may
have positive correlations, such as copying information from
each other or sharing similar rules for information extrac-
tors; sources may also have negative correlations, such as
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providing data from complementary domains or focusing on
different fields of information. Intuitively, the observations
from positively correlated sources should not increase the
belief that they are true, and the observations supported
by only a few negatively correlated sources should not de-
crease the belief that they are true. The proposed method
models correlations among sources with joint precision and
joint recall, and Bayesian analysis is preformed to infer the
probability of an observation to be true. Approximation
methods are also provided as the computation complexity
of estimating joint precision and recall is exponential.

In above work, source correlations are inferred from data.
While in practice, such source correlation information might
be available as extra input. For example, the authors in [65]
fuse the observations from multiple Twitter users by esti-
mating the reliability of each individual user (source). In
this application scenario, Twitter users may report observa-
tions made by others as their own, which is a form of source
copying phenomenon. Instead of estimating the correlations
among users, the follower-followee graph and retweeting be-
haviors in Twitter capture the correlations among users, and
such extra information can be adopted to improve the re-
sults of truth discovery algorithms.

3.2.4 Fine-grained source reliability
In some scenarios, it is reasonable to estimate multiple
source reliabilities for a single source, and thus the variety
in source reliability can be captured. The authors in [25]
demonstrate that when objects can be clustered into sets,
it is better to estimate a source reliability degree for each
object set. Similarly, as a website may have very different
reliabilities for different attributes of objects, the authors
in [75] treat a website as multiple sources according to at-
tributes and objects, instead of treating the website as a sin-
gle source. This is equivalent to assigning multiple source
reliability degrees to a single website. In [37], the authors
propose a probabilistic graphical model to jointly learn the
latent topics of questions (objects), the fine-grained source
reliability, and the answers to questions (truths). Further-
more, as the number of provided observations becomes very
large, the source consistency assumption may not hold any
more, and it is more reasonable to have multiple source re-
liabilities per source.

3.2.5 Enriched meaning of source reliability
In most truth discovery work, source reliability is a param-
eter that is positively correlated with the probability of a
source asserting truths. However in work [29, 45, 48, 52, 67,
78,80], the meaning of this parameter is further enriched to
fit more complex application scenarios.

In many applications of crowd/social sensing, people want
to infer an observation is true or false, for example, whether
or not a specific gas station runs out of gas. Thus in [67], the
authors model the observations from participants as binary
variables, and capture the source (participant) reliability by
estimating both true positive rate and false positive rate.

In LTM [78], the authors assume that the true information
about an object can contains more than one value, for exam-
ple, the authors of a book can be more than one. To estimate
the quality of a source, it is insufficient to only calculate the
probability that this source’s provided information is accu-
rate (precision). Furthermore, the source reliability should

also capture the probability that this source fails to provide
truths (recall). Thus, in the proposed method LTM, both
precision and recall are adopted to estimate the source re-
liability. On the other hand, it is possible that there is no
truth for some objects, e.g., the death date of someone who
is still alive. Under this scenario, the authors in [80] pro-
pose several new metrics, such as silent rate, false spoken
rate and true spoken rate, to describe the source quality.

When some sources only provide one or two pieces of infor-
mation, truth discovery methods may not be able to accu-
rately estimate reliability degrees for these sources. How-
ever, such sources are commonly observed and they may
contribute to the main part of the collected data. To better
deal with such “small” sources, in [29], the authors propose
a confidence-aware truth discovery approach that outputs
the confidence interval of the source reliability estimation.

In [45], the authors assume that the truths are subjective
rather than objective. That is, the identified truths are de-
pendent on the end-users: For different users, the truths
can be different. To fit this scenario, instead of representing
the reliability of a source as a single scalar, they represent
it as three interrelated, but separate values: truthfulness,
completeness, and bias. Specifically, truthfulness reflects
the probability of a source asserting the truth, complete-
ness reflects the proportion of objects which are covered by
a source, and bias is the extent to which a source tends to
support a favored position. These three metrics are calcu-
lated according to the importance of claims with respect to
a specific user, so that they can better reflect users’ prior
knowledge and preferences.

In [52], the authors study the problem of selecting a subset
of sources in dynamic scenarios for truth discovery. To bet-
ter capture the time-dependent source quality, they define a
set of metrics, including accuracy (truthfulness in [45]), cov-
erage (completeness in [45]), and freshness (the frequency of
updates provided by a source).

In the probabilistic model of [48], the source reliability has
different semantic meanings in different settings: It can in-
dicate the probability of a source asserting truth, or the
probability of a source both knowing and telling the truth,
or even the probability of a source intending to tell the truth.
The model selection depends on the specific application sce-
narios.

3.2.6 Source reliability initialization
Most of truth discovery methods start with uniform weights
among all sources. As a result, the performance of truth
discovery may rely on the majority. When the majority of
sources are good, this strategy works well. However, the
real scenarios usually are not the case, as sources may copy
information from others or they may provide out-of-date in-
formation. Nowadays, people apply truth discovery on chal-
lenging tasks, such as information extraction and knowledge
graph construction. In these challenging tasks, most of the
sources are unreliable. For example, [76] reports that in their
task, “62% of the true responses are produced only by 1 or
2 of the 18 systems (sources)”. This example reveals that a
better initialization for source reliability is much in demand.
Recent work adopts a subset of labeled data [21, 35, 75], an
external trustful information source [17], or the similarity
among sources [76] as prior knowledge to initialize (or help
to initialize) the source reliability.
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3.2.7 Source selection
We often expect better performance of truth discovery when
more data sources are involved in. However, nothing comes
for free in practice – both economic and computational costs
should be taken into consideration when applying truth dis-
covery. Moreover, [21] shows that the incorporation of bad
sources may even hurt the performance of truth discovery.
In order to solve these problems, [21, 52, 53] provide meth-
ods to wisely select sources for truth discovery constrained
by the cost and output quality.

In [53], the authors propose a method to select sources un-
der different cost constraints, in which the task is formu-
lated as an optimization problem. Their Integrating De-
pendent Sources (IDS) system can return an optimal subset
of sources to query, and the selection guarantees that the
cost constraints are satisfied. The greedy and randomized
approximation algorithms proposed for this problem run in
polynomial time with provable quality guarantees.

In [21], source selection is performed on static data sources.
The authors first provide a dynamic programming algorithm
to infer the accuracy of integrating any arbitrary subset of
sources. Then a randomized greedy algorithm is adopted
to select the optimal subset of sources by incorporating a
source in integration only if the gain of accuracy exceeds
the corresponding cost. While in [52], source selection is
performed on dynamic data sources whose contents are up-
dated over time. A greedy algorithm is developed to output
near-optimal source selection and the optimal frequencies to
acquire sources for update-to-date information.

More interestingly, [28] claims that a source is useless only
when it guesses answers randomly. Even very bad sources
can make positive contributions if truth discovery approach
assigns negative weights to them. In other words, if a bad
source provides a piece of information, we can infer that this
information might be wrong with high probability.

3.3 Object
In this section, we describe how the object difficulty and the
relations among objects affect truth discovery.

3.3.1 Object difficulty
In [24], 3-Estimates algorithm is proposed, which estimates
not only the truth and source reliability, but also the dif-
ficulty of getting the truth for each object. This difficulty
factor is captured by introducing the trustworthiness of each
claimed value. In other words, if a source makes an error
on an object, the penalty will be distributed to both the
“source reliability” factor and the “object difficulty” factor.
Thus by considering the object difficulty, the errors intro-
duced by objects and sources are separated, and the source
reliability can be better estimated.

3.3.2 Relations among objects
Most of the truth discovery methods assume that objects
are independent. In practice, objects may have relations
and could affect each other. For example, “the birth year
of a person” has strong relation with “the age of a person”,
and “A is the father of B” indicates that “B is the son of
A”. Such prior knowledge or common sense about object
relations could improve the results of truth discovery.

In [46], prior knowledge is translated into propositional con-
straints that are integrated into each round of truth discov-
ery process. Specifically, each fact (an object and its corre-

sponding value) is represented as a [0, 1] variable, and then
according to the prior knowledge, related facts are combined
into propositional constraints. A cost function is defined as
the difference between the original results solely based on
truth discovery and new results which satisfy the proposi-
tional constraints. By minimizing the cost, the probabil-
ity of each fact to be true is “corrected” according to prior
knowledge during each iteration. To guarantee the feasibil-
ity of this optimization problem, for each object, an aug-
mented “unknown” answer is incorporated to relax the con-
straints and avoid the possible conflicts among constraints.

In [76], information extraction and truth discovery meth-
ods are combined to solve Slot Filling Validation task which
aims to determine the credibility of the output informa-
tion extracted by different systems from different corpora.
The authors construct a Multi-dimensional Truth-Finding
Model (MTM) which is a heterogeneous network including
systems, corpora, extracted information, and weight matri-
ces between them. Similar to the iterative truth discovery
process, the credibility of the extracted information is prop-
agated within the network to infer the reliabilities of both
systems and corpora, and in turn, the reliabilities of sys-
tems and corpora are used to refine the credibility of the
extracted information. To initialize the credibility, the au-
thors consider the dependent relationship among different
slots (object) by constructing a knowledge graph. For ex-
ample, “Adam is a child of Mary” should have high credibil-
ity if we already believe that “Bob is a child of Mary” and
“Adam is a sibling of Bob”.

Temporal and spatial relations also exist among objects. For
example, today’s high temperature for New York City has
correlation with the one of yesterday, and the nearby seg-
ments of roads may have correlated traffic conditions. Such
temporal and spatial relations among objects can be cap-
tured to benefit truth discovery procedure. Recently, [69]
and [32] model the temporal relations among evolving ob-
jects on categorical data and continuous data respectively,
while [68] and [39] can handle both temporal and spatial
relations on categorical data and continuous data respec-
tively. Further, [39] demonstrates that capturing the rela-
tions among objects can greatly improve the performance of
truth discovery as objects may receive insufficient observa-
tions in many real-world applications.

3.4 Claimed value
In this section, we discuss some issues about the claimed
values to be considered in the development of truth discovery
approaches.

3.4.1 Complementary vote
The complementary vote technique can be used to infer ex-
tra information from the claimed values. This technique is
based on the single truth assumption that “there is one and
only one true value for each object”. If a source provides a
value about an object, [24,78] assumes that this source votes
against other candidate values of this object. This comple-
mentary vote is also related with the Local Closed World
Assumption (LCWA) [17,18], in which any candidate values
that violate external knowledge cannot be the truth. The
difference between them is that, for LCWA, the trustful ex-
ternal knowledge is used to reject some candidate values of
the same object, while for complementary vote, one candi-
date value is used to reject other candidate values.
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3.4.2 Implication of values
In [74], the concept of implication between claimed values
is proposed. For the same object, different claimed values
about this object are not independent, instead, they are
correlated with each other. Let’s consider “the height of a
patient” as an object, and various sources provide three dif-
ferent claimed values: 175cm, 176cm, and 185cm. If 175cm
is trustworthy, it implies that 176cm is also trustworthy with
a high probability, while the chance of 185cm being trust-
worthy is lower. This implication factor between claimed
values is also considered in [15].

3.4.3 Data type of claimed values
Actually, the aforementioned implication functions capture
the distance of continuous values. In some sense, the com-
plementary vote [24, 78] is based on the distance of cate-
gorical values. In fact, it is essential to note that different
data types have different concepts of “distance”. Truth dis-
covery methods, such as [15, 24, 46, 74], focus on categorical
data type, though [15,74] can be extended to continuous or
string data by adding implication functions. On the other
hand, GTM [77] is especially designed for continuous data
type. From another perspective, [75] uses different relation-
ships among observations to capture the property of differ-
ent data types: for categorical data type, mutual exclusive
relations exist among observations, and for continuous data
type, mutual supportive relations are modeled. Unfortu-
nately, these relations are slightly limited and usually not
easy to establish in practice. Recently, [30] proposes a gen-
eral truth discovery framework for heterogeneous data, in
which the unique properties of data types are captured by
appropriate distance functions.

3.4.4 Ambiguity of data type
It is interesting to note that data types may be ambiguous
sometimes. For example, “2” can be considered as a con-
tinuous number naturally, but under some circumstances, it
should be considered as categorical data, such as the class
label of an object. If it appears in an address, then it should
be considered as a string. This example illustrates that the
type of data depends on the specific application, and the
assumption about data type should be examined before ap-
plying a truth discovery approach.

3.4.5 Hierarchical structure of claimed values
As mentioned above, both complementary vote and mutual
exclusivity capture the distance of categorical or textual val-
ues, but they do not fully explore the distance. In [17, 18],
the authors argue that the claimed values can be represented
in a hierarchical value space. For example, Barack Obama’s
birthplace is Honolulu, but it is also true that his birth-
place is Hawaii, or even the USA. In this case, the claimed
values are not mutually exclusive, and the complementary
vote cannot be applied. It is also different with the multiple
truths scenarios, as these true values are linked with each
other through a hierarchical structure.

3.5 Output
In this section, we discuss the following factors that need
to be taken into consideration for the outputs of truth dis-
covery: (1) What kind of assumptions we should adopt for
the identified truths? (2) Which format of output is better,

labeling or scoring? (3) How to evaluate the performance of
truth discovery methods? (4) How to interpret the outputs
of truth discovery?

3.5.1 Single truth v.s. multiple truths
Most of the truth discovery methods [15,24,30,46,74,77] hold
the “single truth” assumption which assumes there is one
and only one truth for each object. With this assumption,
truth discovery task aims to select the most trustworthy
information as truths. In [15, 24], this assumption is made
to be more explicit and stronger: If a source provides a
claimed value for an object, this source is assumed to vote
against other possible claimed values for this object.

The “single truth” assumption holds in many application
scenarios, however it is not always true. For example,
there are multiple authors for a book and also multiple ac-
tors/actresses for a movie. In [78], a probabilistic graphical
model LTM is proposed to discover multiple truths for each
object. Under such scenarios, only considering source ac-
curacy cannot distinguish the difference between a source
with low precision and a source with low recall. However,
both precision and recall are essential for discovering multi-
ple truths. Thus LTM considers both false positive and false
negative claims, and it can discover multiple truths simul-
taneously. Similarly, in [49], the authors also calculate both
the source precision and recall to discover multiple truths.

3.5.2 “Unknown” truths
In [46], for each object, an extra candidate output “un-
known” is considered. This technique is motivated by the
following fact: When the relations among objects are repre-
sented as constraints, these constraints may contradict each
other. Thus it is possible that no solution (truths for all the
objects) can satisfy all the constraints. By introducing the
output choice of “unknown”, at least one feasible solution,
“unknown” for all the objects, is promised. More impor-
tantly, for the objects that do not have a truth, the choice
of “unknown” can be a correct output. For example, it is
suitable to give an output of “unknown” for the questions
(objects) about the death date of someone who is still alive.
The authors in [80] propose a probabilistic model to take
into account the truth existence, and the proposed method
can assign the output of “unknown” to the questions that
have no truths.

3.5.3 Labeling v.s. scoring
Typically, the outputs of truth discovery methods fall into
one of the following two categories: labeling and scoring.
The labeling technique assigns a label (true or false) to each
claimed value, or assigns a truth to each object. Here note
that the truths given by truth discovery methods, such as
GTM [77] and the framework in [46], are not necessarily be
observed or claimed by any sources. The benefit of labeling
technique is that the results are ready to use and can be
directly fed into other applications, while its drawbacks are
that some useful information is lost during the iterations
and it does not provide confidence scores for the identified
truths.

This motivates the need for the scoring technique, which
assigns a score to each claimed value, usually in the form
of probability. Thus the post-processing step is needed to
choose the truths by using a cut-off threshold or choosing
the top ones for each object. The benefit of the scoring
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technique is that all the claimed values have certain prob-
ability to be chosen as truths and there is less information
loss during the iterative procedure.

3.5.4 Performance measurement
To evaluate the effectiveness of truth discovery methods,
various performance metrics are adopted: accuracy (or error
rate) for categorical data, Mean of Absolute Error (MAE)
and Root of Mean Square Error (RMSE) for continuous
data. These metrics are suitable when groundtruths are
available. In [75], the “usefulness” of results is proposed:
Not all the results are worth being evaluated, instead, we
only care about the useful identified truths. Besides, mem-
ory cost and running time can be used to evaluate the effi-
ciency.

3.5.5 Output explanation
The interpretations of truth discovery results are important
for both end-users (“why should I trust the results”) and
developers (“how to improve the results”). However, most
of the truth discovery methods output opaque information.
For example, the output could be that the reliability degree
of a source is 6, or the support from sources for a claimed
value is 3.7. These intermediate parameters are not inter-
pretable for end-users and developers, and we need to con-
struct some intuitive explanations based on the raw outputs.

In [48], source reliability degree is modeled as the proba-
bility of a source asserting the truth, which is more mean-
ingful for human interpretation. In addition, they extend
the source reliability definition by considering the difference
between knowing the truths and telling the truths. Specifi-
cally, in their SimpleLCA model, the reliability is considered
as the probability of a source asserting the truths, while in
GuessLCA model the reliability is the probability of a source
both knowing and asserting the truths, and in MistakeLCA
and LieLCA models, the reliability means the probability of
a source intending to tell the truths.

In [22], the authors propose methods to automatically gener-
ate both snapshot explanation and comprehensive explana-
tion for truth discovery. These explanations could be used to
explain the results of truth discovery derived from iterative
computing procedure. Snapshot explanation provides end-
users a high-level understanding of the results by gathering
all the positive and negative explanations for a specific de-
cision over alternative choices. It lists all the evidences that
support the decision as positive explanations and all the
evidences which are against the decision as negative ones.
In order to make the explanation more concise, categoriza-
tion and aggregation are conducted so that similar evidences
will not appear repeatedly. In addition, they perform evi-
dence list shortening to remove evidence with less impor-
tance, and thus human-interpretable explanations can be
derived. Compared with snapshot explanation, comprehen-
sive explanation constructs a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
to provide an in-depth explanation of the results. The DAG
is constructed by tracing the decisions from the last round
of iteration all the way to the first iteration where each node
represents a decision and the children represent evidences.
After the DAG construction, an explanation shortening is
performed to eliminate those rounds where no decisions are
reached to derive a concise explanation.

4. TRUTH DISCOVERY METHODS
In the previous section, we summarize various truth discov-
ery methods from five aspects, namely, input data, source
reliability, object, claimed value, and the output. Now, we
briefly describe several representative truth discovery meth-
ods, and compare them under different features (Tables 2
and 3). By providing such a comparison, we hope to give
some guidelines so that users and developers can choose an
appropriate truth discovery method and apply it to the spe-
cific application scenarios.

Due to space limitation, here we only describe each truth
discovery algorithm briefly. For more details about these
methods, the readers may refer to the reference papers.

• TruthFinder [74]: In TruthFinder, Bayesian analysis is
adopted to iteratively estimate source reliabilities and
identify truths. The authors also propose the source
consistency assumption and the concept of “implica-
tion”, which are widely adopted in other truth discov-
ery methods.

• AccuSim [15,31]: AccuSim also applies Bayesian anal-
ysis. In order to capture the similarity of claimed val-
ues, the implication function is adopted.

• AccuCopy [15, 31]: This method improves AccuSim,
and considers the copying relations among sources.
The proposed method reduces the weight of a source
if it is detected as a copier of other sources.

• 2-Estimates [24]: In this approach, the single truth as-
sumption is explored. By assuming that “there is one
and only one true value for each object”, this approach
adopts complementary vote.

• 3-Estimates [24]: 3-Estimates augments 2-Estimates
by considering the difficulty of getting the truth for
each object.

• Investment [46]: In this approach, a source uniformly
“invests” its reliability among its claimed values, and
the confidence of a claimed value grows according to
a non-linear function defined on the sum of invested
reliabilities from its providers. Then the sources col-
lect credits back from the confidence of their claimed
values.

• SSTF [75]: In this semi-supervised truth discovery
approach, a small set of labeled truths are incorpo-
rated to guide the source reliability estimation. Mean-
while, both mutual exclusivity and mutual support are
adopted to capture the relations among claimed val-
ues.

• LTM [78]: LTM is a probabilistic graphical model
which considers two types of errors under the scenar-
ios of multiple truths: false positive and false negative.
This enables LTM to break source reliability into two
parameters, one for false positive error and the other
for false negative error.

• GTM [77]: GTM is a Bayesian probabilistic approach
especially designed for solving truth discovery prob-
lems on continuous data.
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Input Data Source Reliability

Categorical Continuous Heterogeneous Labeled Truth Source Dependency Enriched Meaning

TruthFinder
√ √

AccuSim
√ √

AccuCopy
√ √ √

2-Estimates
√

3-Estimates
√

Investment
√

SSTF
√ √ √ √

LTM
√ √

GTM
√

Regular EM
√ √

LCA
√ √

Apollo-social
√ √ √

CRH
√ √ √

CATD
√ √

Table 2: Comparison of Truth Discovery Methods: Part 1

Object Claimed Value Output

Object Difficulty Object Relation Complementary Vote Multiple Truths “Unknown” Truths

TruthFinder
AccuSim

√

AccuCopy
√

2-Estimates
√

3-Estimates
√ √

Investment
√ √

SSTF
√

LTM
√

GTM
Regular EM

LCA
Apollo-social

CRH
CATD

Table 3: Comparison of Truth Discovery Methods: Part 2

• Regular EM [67]: Regular EM is proposed for
crowd/social sensing applications, in which the obser-
vations provided by humans can be modeled as binary
variables. The truth discovery task is formulated as
a maximum likelihood estimation problem, and solved
by EM algorithm.

• LCA [48]: In LCA approach, source reliability is mod-
eled by a set of latent parameters, which can give more
informative source reliabilities to end-users.

• Apollo-social [65]: Apollo-social fuses the information
from users on social media platforms such as Twitter.
In social network, a claim made by a user can either be
originally published by himself or be re-tweeted from
other users. Apollo-social models this phenomenon
as source dependencies and incorporates such depen-
dency information into the truth discovery procedure.

• CRH [30]: CRH is a framework that deals with the het-
erogeneity of data. In this framework, different types
of distance functions can be plugged in to capture the

characteristics of different data types, and the estima-
tion of source reliability is jointly performed across all
the data types together.

• CATD [29]: CATD is motivated by the phenomenon
that many sources only provide very few observations.
It is not reasonable to give a point estimator for source
reliability. Thus in this confidence-aware truth discov-
ery approach, the authors derive the confidence inter-
val for the source reliability estimation.

We compare these truth discovery approaches in Tables 2
and 3. Here we summarize them under different features as
follows:

• Input data: (1) Most of truth discovery methods can
handle categorical data. Although GTM and CATD
are designed for continuous data, it is feasible to en-
code the categorical data into probabilistic vectors [6].
(2) TruthFinder, AccuSim and AccuCopy can han-
dle continuous data by incorporating the implication
function, and SSTF captures the characteristic of con-
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tinuous data by mutual support. GTM, CRH and
CATD are particularly designed for continuous data.
(3) Besides CRH that is proposed for heterogeneous
data, SSTF can also deal with categorical and con-
tinuous data simultaneously. (4) Among these truth
discovery methods, only SSTF is proposed to work in
semi-supervised setting. However, in practice, most
truth discovery methods can be modified to take ad-
vantage of labeled truths. One possible solution is to
replace some aggregated results in each iteration by
corresponding labeled truths, which can thus guide the
source reliability estimation.

• Source reliability: (1) There is a series of work about
source dependency analysis [14–16,49,53], and here we
only list the AccuCopy algorithm and Apollo-social
due to space limitation. (2) LTM, Regular EM, LCA
and CATD enrich the meaning of source reliability
from different aspects.

• Object: Among the discussed truth discovery meth-
ods, 3-Estimates is the only one that takes into ac-
count the object difficulty. Investment and Pooled-
Investment approaches can incorporate the relations
among objects. More efforts are needed to develop
truth discovery methods that consider the advanced
features about objects.

• Claimed value: Several truth discovery approaches
[15,24,31,75] adopt the concept of complementary vote
to strengthen the belief in single truth assumption.

• Output: LTM is proposed to handle the multiple
truth scenarios. Investment and PooledInvestment are
augmented with “unknown” truths. Note that it is
possible to modify some truth discovery methods, for
example, LTM, to consider the unknown truths by
adding one more candidate value “unknown” for each
object.

5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Although various methods have been proposed, for truth
discovery task, there are still many important problems to
explore. Here we discuss some future directions of truth
discovery.

• Unstructured data. For most of the truth discovery
approaches, they assume that the inputs are available
as structured data. Nowadays, more and more applica-
tions of truth discovery are dealing with unstructured
data such as text. In [18, 76], the inaccurate informa-
tion can come from both text corpora and information
extractors, i.e., two layers of sources. If the object diffi-
culty is also considered, the penalty of wrong informa-
tion should be distributed to three factors, corpora,
extractors, and objects. This brings new challenges
to source weight estimation. Further, the extracted
inputs from unstructured data are much more noisy
and also bring new information (uncertainty [46], evi-
dence [76], etc.) to be taken into consideration.

• Object relations. For most of the truth discovery
approaches, they assume that objects are independent
with each other. However, more and more application

scenarios reveal the importance of capturing the rela-
tions among objects. In knowledge graph [17], objects
can be related in various ways, such as “the birth year
of a person” and “the age of a person”. Although some
efforts [39, 46, 68] have been made to consider the ob-
ject relations, this problem needs more explorations.
A more difficult question is to automatically discover
relations among objects. Due to the large scale of the
involved objects, it is impossible to manually detect
and encode such relations.

• Source reliability initialization. Some potential
disadvantages are observed on truth discovery with
uniform weight initialization: (1) At the beginning of
the iterative solutions, the behavior of truth discov-
ery is identical to voting/averaging, and thus truth
discovery randomly chooses outputs for tie cases. If
the ways of breaking ties are different, the estimated
source weights may be quite different. (2) The uniform
weight initialization leads to the phenomenon that the
aggregated results of truth discovery methods rely on
the majority to a certain extent. Nowadays, truth dis-
covery has been applied in more difficult tasks such as
slot filling [76], in which the majority of sources pro-
vide inaccurate information. Thus the performance of
truth discovery may suffer from the uniform weight
initialization on these tasks. These disadvantages mo-
tivate people to investigate new ways to initialize the
source reliability.

• Model selection. Given various truth discovery
methods, how to select an appropriate one to apply
to some specific tasks? Although we compare them
from different aspects and give some guidelines in pre-
vious section, it is still a difficult task. Is it possible to
apply various truth discovery methods together, and
then combine the outputs of various methods as final
output? This ensemble approach might be a possible
solution to tackle the model selection challenge.

• Theoretical analysis. Will the truth discovery
methods promise convergence? If so, what is the rate
of convergence and is it possible to bound the errors
of converged results? These and many more questions
need further exploration. Another interesting task is
to explore the relations or even the equivalence among
various truth discovery approaches. In Section 2, we
show some evidences that different ways to capture the
general principle are equivalent. We may better un-
derstand the relations among different truth discovery
methods by exploring the equivalence among them.

• Efficiency. Most of the existing truth discovery meth-
ods adopt iterative procedure to estimate source relia-
bilities and compute truths. This might be inefficient
in practice, especially when we apply truth discovery
on large-scale datasets. Some attentions have been
given to the efficiency issue in streaming data scenar-
ios [16, 32, 64, 79]. However, more efforts are needed
to improve the efficiency of truth discovery for general
cases.

• Performance evaluation. In the current research
work about truth discovery, the groundtruth informa-
tion is assumed to be available for the purpose of per-
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formance evaluation. Unfortunately, in practice, we
cannot make this assumption. For example, in the
task of knowledge graph construction [17], the num-
ber of involved objects is huge and it is impossible to
have the groundtruths for performance validation. It
requires expensive human efforts to get even a small
set of labeled groundtruths. How to evaluate the per-
formance of various truth discovery methods when the
groundtruth information is missing? This becomes a
big challenge for the truth discovery applications.

6. APPLICATIONS
Nowadays, truth discovery methods have been successfully
applied in many real-world applications.

• Healthcare. In online health communities, peo-
ple post reviews about various drugs, and this user-
generated information is valuable for both patients and
physicians. However, the quality of such information
is a big issue to address. In [42], the authors adopt the
idea of truth discovery to automatically find reliable
users and identify trustworthy user-generated medical
statements.

• Crowd/social sensing. Thanks to the explosive
growth of online social networks, users can pro-
vide observations about physical world for various
crowd/social sensing tasks, such as gas shortage re-
port after a disaster, or real-time information sum-
marization of an evolving event. For these partici-
patory crowd/social sensing tasks, users’ information
may be unreliable. Recently, a series of approaches
[5, 26, 60, 66–69] have adopted truth discovery to im-
prove the aggregation quality of such noisy sensing
data.

• Crowdsourcing aggregation. Crowdsourcing plat-
forms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk [1] provide
a cost-efficient way to solicit labels from crowd work-
ers. However, workers’ quality are quite diverse, which
brings the core task of inferring true labels from the
labeling efforts of multiple workers [6,12,28,51,55,56,
59, 70, 71, 81]. Thus crowdsourcing aggregation ap-
proaches focus on learning true labels or answers to
certain questions. The main difference between crowd-
sourcing aggregation and truth discovery is that the
former is an active procedure (one can control what
and how much data to be generated by workers) while
the latter is a passive procedure (one can only choose
from available data sources).

• Information extraction. For information extraction
tasks, such as slot filling [76] and entity profiling [27],
related data can be collected from various corpora and
multiple extractors can be applied to extract desired
information. The outputs of different extractors can
be conflicting, and thus truth discovery has been in-
corporated to resolve these conflicts.

• Knowledge base. Several knowledge bases, such as
Google Knowledge Graph [3], Freebase [2] and YAGO
[4], have been constructed, but they are still far from
complete. Truth discovery is a good strategy to au-
tomatically identify trustworthy information from the

Internet. Existing work [17, 18] has demonstrated the
advantages of truth discovery on this challenging task.
Meanwhile, the source reliabilities estimated by truth
discovery can be used to access the quality of web-
pages [19].

Truth discovery is important to big data and social media
analysis where noisy information is inevitable. Besides the
above applications, truth discovery has great potentials to
benefit more applications, such as aggregating GPS data
from crowds for traffic control, distilling news from social
media, and grading homework automatically for massive
open online courses.

7. RELATED AREAS
From a broader view, there are some research topics in the
area of aggregation and fusion that are relevant to truth
discovery. These research topics include multi-view learn-
ing/clustering, rank aggregation, sensor data fusion, meta
analysis, and ensemble learning. However, the problem set-
tings of these research topics are different from that of truth
discovery. Specifically, in multi-view learning/clustering
[8, 11, 73], the input is data of various feature sets (views)
and the task is to conduct classification or clustering on
multiple views jointly. Rank aggregation [23, 33] has a dif-
ferent input/output space with truth discovery as it focuses
on the aggregation of ranking functions. In sensor data
fusion [36, 41], the source reliability is not considered and
usually all the sources are treated indistinguishably. In
meta analysis [13, 34], different lab studies are combined
via weighted aggregation, but the source weight is derived
mostly based on the size of the sample used in each lab study.
In ensemble learning [54,82], the weights of base models are
inferred through supervised training whereas truth discov-
ery is unsupervised. Compared with these research topics,
truth discovery methods aggregate data collected from var-
ious sources on the same set of features on the same set
of objects, and the goal of truth discovery is to resolve the
conflicts among multiple sources by automatically estimat-
ing source reliability based on multi-source data only.

Another relevant research area is information trustworthi-
ness analysis. First, in some trustworthiness scoring sys-
tems, various methods have been developed for evaluating
the reputation or trustworthiness of users, accounts or nodes
in the context of social media platforms [43, 61], or sensor
networks [5, 62]. However, these systems focus on the com-
putation of trustworthiness or reliability degrees by consid-
ering the content and/or links among sources. Second, in
trust-enhanced recommendation systems [44, 63], the rec-
ommendation for one user on one item can be computed
by a weighted combination of ratings from other users on
this item, where weights incorporate trust between users.
In such systems, trust and recommendation are derived sep-
arately from different types of data – Trust is derived based
on users’ provided trust values about others or the recom-
mendation history information, while recommendation is
conducted based on current user-item ratings and the de-
rived trust. Compared with these studies, truth discovery
tightly combines the process of source reliability estimation
and truth computation to discover both of them from multi-
source data, and source reliability is usually defined as the
probability of a source giving true claims.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the strong need to resolve conflicts among
multi-source data, truth discovery has gained more and more
attentions recently. In this survey paper, we have discussed
the general principle of truth discovery methods, and pro-
vided an overview of current progress on this research topic.
Under five general aspects, most of the components of truth
discovery have been examined. As the existing truth dis-
covery approaches have different assumptions about input
data, constraints, and the output, they have been clearly
compared and summarized in Tables 2 and 3. When choos-
ing a truth discovery approach for a particular task, users
and developers can refer to this comparison as guidelines.

We have also discussed some future directions of truth dis-
covery research. More efforts are highly in demand to ex-
plore the relations among objects, which will greatly benefit
the real-world applications such as knowledge graph con-
struction. Furthermore, efficiency issue becomes a bottle-
neck for the deployment of truth discovery on large-scale
data. Besides, how to evaluate the performance or validate
the identified truths is a big challenge due to the fact that
limited groundtruth is available in practice.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a meta-analysis of several Web content
extraction algorithms, and make recommendations for the future of
content extraction on the Web. First, we find that nearly all Web
content extractors do not consider a very large, and growing, por-
tion of modern Web pages. Second, it is well understood that wrap-
per induction extractors tend to break as the Web changes; ; heuris-
tic/feature engineering extractors were thought to be immune to a
Web site’s evolution, but we find that this is not the case: heuris-
tic content extractor performance also tends to degrade over time
due to the evolution of Web site forms and practices. We conclude
with recommendations for future work that address these and other
findings.

1. INTRODUCTION
The field of content extraction, within the larger pervue of data
mining and information retrieval, is primarily concerned with the
identification of the main text of a document, such as a Web page or
Web site. The principle argument is that tools that make use of Web
page data, e.g., search engines, mobile devices, various analytical
tools, demonstrate poor performance due to noise introduced by
text not-related to the main content [11; 23].
In response the field of content extraction has developed methods
that extract the main content from a given Web page or set of Web
pages, i.e., a Web site [20; 29]. Frequently, these content extrac-
tion methods are based on pattern mining and the construction of
well-crafted rules. In other cases, content extractors learn the gen-
eral skeleton of a Web page by examining multiple Web pages in
a Web site [18; 1; 6; 7]. These two classes of content extractors
are referred to as heuristic and wrapper induction respectively; and
each class of algorithms have their own merits and disadvantages.
Generally speaking, wrapper induction methods are more accurate
than heuristic approaches, but require some amount of training data
in order to initially induce an appropriate wrapper. Conversely,
heuristic approaches are able to function without an induction step,
but are generally less accurate.
The main criticism of content extraction via wrapper induction is

that the learned rules are often brittle and are unable to cope with
even minor changes to a Web pages’ template [12]. When a Web
site modifies its template, as they often do, the learned wrappers
need to be refreshed by re-computing the expensive induction step.
Certain improvements in wrapper induction attempt to induce ex-
traction rules that are more robust to minor changes [9; 8; 25], but
the more robust rules only delay the inevitable [5].
Heuristic approaches are often criticised for their lack of generality.
That is, heuristics that may work on a certain type of Web site,
say a news agency, are often ill suited for business Web sites or
message boards, etc. Most approaches also ignore the vast majority
of the Web pages that dynamically download or incorporate content
via external reference calls during the rendering process, e.g., CSS,
JavaScript, images.
The goal of this paper is not to survey the whole of content extrac-
tion, so we resist the temptation to verbosely compare and contrast
the numerous published methods. Rather, in this paper we make
a frank assessment on the state of the field, provide an analysis of
content extraction effectiveness over time, and make recommenda-
tions for the future of content extraction.
In this paper we make three main contributions:

1. We define the vectors of change in the function and presen-
tation of content on the Web,

2. We examine the state of content extraction with respect to the
ever changing Web, and

3. We perform a temporal evaluation on various content extrac-
tors

Finally, we call for a change in the direction of content extraction
research and development.
The evolution of Web practices is the central to the theme of this
paper. A scientific discipline ought to strive to have some invari-
ance in the results over time. Of course, as technology changes, our
study of it must also change as well. With this in mind, one way
to determine the success of a model is to measure its stability or
durability as the input changes over time.
To that end, we present the results of a case study that compares
content extraction algorithms, both old and new, on an evolving
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Web site
news.bbc.co.uk
cnn.com
news.yahoo.com
thenation.com
latimes.com
entertainment.msn.com
foxnews.com
forbes.com
nymag.com
esquire.com

Table 1: Dataset used in case study. 25 Web pages crawled from
each Web site per lustrum (5-year period), over 4 lustra and 10 Web
sites totals 1,000 Web pages.

dataset. The goal is to identify which measures, if any, are invariant
to the evolution of Web practices.
To that end, we collected a dataset of 1000 Web pages from 10
different domains, listed in Table 1, where each domain has a set
of pages from years 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015. There are 25
HTML documents per lustrum (i.e.., 5-year period), for a total of
100 documents per Web site. The documents were automatically
and manually gathered from two types of sources: archives1 and
the original websites themselves for the 2015 lustrum.
We review the evolution that has occurred in Web content deliv-
ery and extraction, referring explicitly to recent changes that un-
dermine the effectiveness of exiting content extractors. To show
this explicitly we perform a large case study wherein we compare
the performance over time of several content extraction algorithms.
Based on our findings we call for a change in content extraction
research and make recommendations for future work.

2. EVOLVING WEB PRACTICES
We begin with the observation that the content delivery on the Web
has changed dramatically since it was first conceived. The case for
content extraction is centered around the philosophy that HTML is
a markup language that describes how a Web page ought to look,
rather than what a Web page contains. Here, the classic form versus
function debate is manifest. Yet, in recent years the Web has seen
a simultaneous marriage and divorce of form and function with the
massive adoption of scripting languages like JavaScript and with
the finalization of HTML5.
In this section we argue that because Web technologies have changed,
the way we perform and evaluate content extraction must also change.

2.1 Evolution of Form and Function
JavaScript. Nearly all content extraction algorithms operate by
downloading the HTML of the Web page(s) under consideration,
and only the HTML. In many cases, Web pages refer directly or
indirectly to dozens of client side scripts, i.e., JavaScript files, that
may be executed at load-time. Most of the time content extrac-
tors do not even bother to download referenced scripts even though
JavaScript functions can (and frequently do) completely modify the
DOM and content of the downloaded HTML. Indeed, most of the
spam and advertisements that content extraction technologies ex-
plicitly claim to catch are loaded via JavaScript and are therefore
not part of most content extraction testbeds.

CSS. Style sheets pose a problem similar in nature to JavaScript
1WayBack Machine - http://archive.org/web/

in that structural changes to the displayed content on a Web site
are frequently performed by instructions embedded in cascading
style sheets. Although CSS instructions are not as expressive as
JavaScript functions – they were built for different purposes – the
omission of a style sheet often severely affects the rendering of a
Web page.
Furthermore, many of the content extractors described earlier rely
on formatting hints that live within HTML in order to perform ef-
fective extraction. Unfortunately, the ubiquitous use of CSS re-
moves many of the HTML hints that extractors depend upon. Us-
ing CSS, it is certainly possible that a complex Web site is made
entirely of div-tags.

HTML5. The new markup standards introduced by HTML5 in-
clude many new tags, including main, article, header, etc.,
meant to specify the semantic meaning of content. Widespread
adoption of HTML5 is in progress, so it is unclear whether and
how the new markup languages will be used or what the negative
side effects will be, if any.
The semantic tags in HTML5 are actually a severe departure form
the original intent of HTML. That is, HTML4 was originally only
meant to be a markup for the visual structure of the Web page, not
a description language. Indeed the general lack of semantic tags
is one of the main reasons why content extraction algorithms were
created in the first place.
Further addition of semantics into HTML markup is provided by
the schema.org project. Schema.org is a collaboration among
the major Web search providers to provide a unified description
language that can be embedded into HTML4/5 tag attributes. Web
site developers can use these tags to encode whatthat certain HTML
data represents, for example, a Person-itemtype, which may
have a name-itemprop, which can then be used by search en-
gines and other Web-services to built intelligent analytics tools.
Other efforts to encode semantic meaning in HTML can be found
in the Microformats.org project, the Resource Description
Framework in Attributes (RDFa) extension to HTML5, and others.

itmscp itmtp itmprp sctn artcl
Mean 162.2 157.8 899.0 261.0 403.4

Median 65.5 54.5 374.5 25 166.5

Table 3: Mean and Median number of occurrences of semantic tags
from schema.org: itemscope, itemtype and itemprop
tags, and from HTML5: article and section found in 2015-
subset of the dataset. Semantic tags are only found in dataset from
2015.

Table 3 shows the mean and median number of Schema.org and
HTML5 semantic tags in our 2015 dataset. We find that 9 out of
10 Web sites we crawled had adopted the Schema.org tagging sys-
tem, and that 9 out of 10 Web sites had adopted the section and
article tags from HTML5 (8/10 adopted both Schema.org and
HTML5).
The advent and widespread adoption of HTML5 and Schema.org
decreases the need for many extraction tools because the content or
data is explicitly marked and described in HTML.

AJAX. Often, modern Web pages are delivered to the client without
the content at all. Instead, the content is delivered in a separate
JSON or XML message via AJAX. These are not rare cases, as of
April 2015, Web Technologies research finds that AJAX is used
within 67% of all Web sites2. Thus, it is conceivable that the vast

2http://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/
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Figure 1: The Web page of http://www.kdd.org/kdd2015/ fully rendered in a modern Web browser (Left). Web page with
JavaScript disabled (Middle). Downloaded Web page HTML, statically rendered without any external content (Right). Most extractors
operate on the Web page on the right.

src link iframe script js jquery css size
2000 37.092 1.152 0.388 7.600 6.588 0.908 1.828 39,121.90
2005 61.812 2.528 0.408 21.200 14.280 0.944 2.612 52,633.82
2010 57.976 10.104 1.408 44.044 24.096 1.000 10.468 81,033.89
2015 49.396 18.256 10.032 40.652 37.052 0.620 11.692 174,801.64

Table 2: The mean-average occurrences of certain HTML tags and attributes that represent ancillary source files in our dataset of 1,000 news
Web pages over 4 equal sized lustra (5-year periods). The use of external content and client-side scripting has been growing quickly and
steadily.

majority of content extractors over estimate their effectiveness in
67% of the cases, because a large portion of the final, visually-
rendered Web page is not actually present in the HTML file. .
In fact,An observation which supports this hypothesis is, that in our
experiments we find that the most frequent last-word found byin
many content extractors on NY Times articles is “loading...”
Table 2 shows the mean-average number of occurrences of certain
HTML tags and attributes that represent ancillary source files in our
dataset of 1,000 Web pages. In this table, src refers to the occur-
rence of the common tag attribute which can refer to a wide range
of file types. link refers to the occurrence of the <link> HTML
tag which frequently (although not necessarily) references exter-
nal CSS files. iframe refers to the occurrence of the HTML tag
which is used to embed another HTML document into the current
HTML document. script refers to the occurrence of the HTML
tag which is used to denote a client-side script such as (but not
necessarily) JavaScript. js refers to the occurrences of externally
referenced JavaScript files; css similarly refers to the occurrences
of externally referenced CSS files. The jquery column shows the
percentage of Web pages that employ AJAX via the jQuery library;
alternative AJAX libraries were found but their occurrence rates
were very small.
In many ways the above observations show that the Web is trending
towards a further decoupling of form from content: JavaScript de-
couples the rendered DOM from the downloaded HTML, CSS sim-
ilarly separates the final presentation from the downloaded HTML,
and AJAX allows for the HTML and extractable content to be sep-
arate files entirely. Yet, despite these trends, most content extrac-
tion methodologies rely on extractions from statically downloaded
HTML files.
An example of why this should be considered a bad practice is
highlighted in Figure 1 where the Web page http://kdd.org/
kdd2015 is shown rendered in a browser (at left), rendered with-
out JavaScript (center), and rendered with only the static HTML

javascript_library/all. Accessed May 6, 2015.

document (at right). The information conveyed to the end user is
presented in its complete form in the rendered version; thus, con-
tent extractors should strive to operate within the fully rendered
document (at left), instead of the HTML-only extraction as is the
current practice (at right).

2.2 Keeping Pace with the Changing Web
Web presentation has evolved in remarkable ways in a very short
time period. Content Extraction algorithms have attempted to keep
pace with evolving Web practices, but many content extraction al-
gorithms quickly become obsolete.
Counter-intuitively, it seems that as although the number of Web
sites has increased, the variety of presentation styles has actually
decreased. For a variety of reasons, most Web pages within the
same Web site look strikingly similar. Marketing and brand-management
often dictate that a Web site maintains style distinct from competi-
tors, but are similar to other pages in the same Web site.

Wrapper Induction. The self-similarity of pages in a Web site
stem from the fact that the vast majority of Web sites use scripts to
generate Web page content retrieved from backend databases. Be-
cause of the structural similarity of Web pages within the same Web
site, it is possible to reverse engineer the page generation process
to find and remove the Web site’s skeleton, leaving only the content
remaining [18; 1; 6; 7].
A wrapper is induced on one Web site at a time and typically needs
only a handful of labelled examples. Once trained the learned
wrapper can extract information at near-perfect levels of accuracy.
Unfortunately, the wrapper induction techniques assume that the
Web site template does not change. Even the smallest of tweaks
to a Web site’s template or the database schema breaks the induced
wrapper and requires retraining. Attempts to learn robust wrappers,
which are immune to minor changes in the Web page template have
beenshown somewhat successful, but even the most robust wrapper
rules eventually break [8; 12].
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Heuristics and Feature Engineering.
Rather than learning rigid rules for content extraction, other works
have focused on identifying certain heuristics as a signal for con-
tent extraction. The variety of the different heuristics is impressive,
and the statistical models learned through a combination of vari-
ous features may, in many cases, perform comparable to extractors
based on wrapper induction. Rather than learning rigid rules for
content extraction, other works have focused on identifying certain
heuristics as a signal for content extraction. The variety of the dif-
ferent heuristics is impressive, and the statistical models learned
through a combination of various features may, in many cases, per-
form comparable to extractors based on wrapper induction.
Each methodology and algorithm was invented at a different time in
the evolution of the Web and looked at different aspects of the Web
content. From the myriad of options we selected 11 algorithms
from different time periods. They are listed in Table 4.

Algorithm Year
Body Text Extractor (BTE) [11] 2001
Largest Size Increase (LSI) [16] 2001

Document Slope Curve (DSC) [27] 2002
Link Quota Filter [21] 2005

K-Feature Extractor (KFE) [10] 2005
Advanced DSC (ADSC) [13] 2007

Content Code Blurring (CCB) [14] 2008
RoadRunner∗ (RR) [7] 2008

Content Extraction via Tag Ratios (CETR) [28] 2010
BoilerPipe [17] 2010

Eatiht [24] 2015

Table 4: Content extraction algorithms, with their citation and pub-
lication date. ∗RoadRunner is a wrapper induction algorithm; all
others are heuristic methods.

Each algorithm, heuristic, model or methodology is predicated on
the form and function of the Web at the time of its development.
Each was evaluated similarly on the state of the Web that existed
at the time, presumably, just before publication. Furthermore, each
algorithm does not consider JavaScript, CSS, or AJAX changes to
the Web page, therefore the majority of the Web page may not ac-
tually be present for extraction, as is the case in Figure 1.

3. CASE STUDY
We present the results of a case study that compares content ex-
traction algorithms, both old and new, on an evolving dataset. The
goal is to test the performance variability of content extractors over
time as Web sites evolve. So, for each Web page of each lustrum
of each Web site, a gold-standard dataset was created manually by
the second author. Each Web content extractor attempted to extract
the main content from the Web page.
For the first seven content extractors in Table 4, we used the imple-
mentation from the CombineE System [13]. The Eatiht, BoilerPipe
and CETR implementations are all available online. BoilerPipe
provides a standard implementation as well as an article extractor
(AE), Sentence extractor (Sen), an extractor trained on data from
KrdWrd-Canola corpus3, and two “number of words” extractors: a
decision tree induced extractor (W) and a decision tree induced ex-
tractor manually tuned to at least 15 words per content area (15W).
CETR has a default algorithm as well as a threshold option based

3https://krdwrd.org/trac/raw-attachment/
wiki/Corpora/Canola/CANOLA.pdf

on the standard deviation of the tag ratios (Th), and a 1 dimension
clustering option (1D). See the respective papers for details.
An attempt was made to induce wrappers using the Roadrunner
wrapper induction system [7], which was successful on each set of
25 Web pages, but performed very poorly on the proceeding lus-
trum. Wrapper-breakage is a well known problem for wrapper in-
duction techniques [8; 12]. A five-year window is too long for any
wrapper to continue to be effective. Thus Roadrunner had to be
trained and evaluated slightly differently. In this case we manually
identified Web pages that have very similar HTML structure and
learned a wrapper on those few pages. In most cases 90-95% of the
Web pages in a single domain could be used to generate a wrapper,
but in 2 Web sites only about half of the Web pages were found to
have the same style and were useful for training. We used the in-
duced wrapper to extract the content from the Web pages on which
it was trained.
We emphasize that our methodology follows that of most content
extraction methodologies. Namely, we download the raw HTML
of the Web page and perform content extraction on only that static
HTML. We further emphasize that this ignores a very large por-
tion of the overall rendered Web page – renderings that are increas-
ingly reliant on external sources for content and form via AJAX,
stylesheets, iframes, etc. The disadvantages of this methodology
are clear, but we are beholden to them because the existing extrac-
tors require only static HTML.

3.0.1 Evaluation
We employ standard content extraction metrics to compare the per-
formance of different methods. Precision, recall and F1-scores
are calculated by comparing the results/output of each methods to
a hand-labeled gold standard. The F1F1-scores are computed as
usual and all results are calculated by averaging each of the metrics
over all examples.
The main criticism of these metrics is that they are likely to be in-
flated. This is because every word in a document is considered to be
distinct even if two words are lexically the same. This makes it im-
possible to align words with the original page and therefore forces
us to treat the hand labeled content and automatically extracted con-
tent as a bag of words, e.g.i.e., where two words are considered the
same if they are lexically the same. The bag of words measurement
is more lenient and as a result scores may be inflated.
The CleanEval competition has a hand-labeled gold standard as
well from a shared list of 684 English Web pages and 653 Chinese
Web pages downloaded in 2006 by “[collecting] URLs returned
by making queries to Google, which consisted of four words fre-
quent in an individual language”[22]. CleanEval uses a different
approach when computing extraction performance. Their scoring
method is based on a word-at-a-time version of the Levenshtein
distance between the extraction algorithm and the gold standard di-
vided by the alignment length.

3.1 Results
First, we begin with a straightforward analysis of the results of each
algorithm on the dataset. Figure 2a–2d shows the F1-measure for
each lustrum, i.e., each 5-year time period, organized by extrac-
tor cohort. For example, the BTE-extractor was published in 2001,
and is therefore part of the ca. 2000 cohort of extractors; it’s per-
formance is illustrated in Figure 2a. The eatiht-extractor was pub-
lished in 2015 and is therefore part of the ca. 2015 cohort of ex-
tractors, and is illustrated in Figure 2d.
The shape of the performance curves in Figure 2a–2d over time
exactly demonstrate the primary thesis of this paper: extractors
quickly become obsolete.
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Figure 2: F1-measure for various extractor cohorts by lustrum (5-year period).

Indeed, Figure 3 averages the F1-measure of each cohort and plots
their aggregate performance together. We can clearly see that all of
the extractor cohorts begin at approximately the same performance
on Web page data from the year 2000, but the performance quickly
falls as the form and function of the Web pages change. As a naive
baseline, we also measure the results if all non-HTML text was
extracted and treated as content; in this case, the F1-measure is
buoyed by the perfect recall score, but the precision and accuracies
are bad as expected.
2015-extractors are most invariant to changes in the Web because
the developers likely created the extractor knowing the state of the
Web in 2015 and with an understanding of the history of the Web.
2010-extractors perform well on data from 2010 and prior, but were
unable to adapt to unforeseen changes that appeared in 2015. Sim-
ilarly extractors from 2005 performed well on data from 2005 and
prior, but did not predict Web changes and quickly became obso-
lete.
The F1-measure is arguably the best single performance metric to
analyze this type of data, however, individual precision, recall and
accuracy considerations may be important to various applications.
The raw scores are listed in Table 5.
We find that extractors from 2000 and 2005 have a steep downward
trend and extractors from 2010 also has a downward trend, although
not as steep. Only the 2015 extractor performs steadily. These
results indicate that changes Web design and implementation has
adversely affected content extraction tools.
The semantic tags found in new Web standards like HTML5 may be
one solution to the falling extractor performance. Table 6 demon-
strates surprisingly good extraction performance by extracting only
(and all of) the text inside the article tag from the 2015 lustrum
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Figure 3: Mean average F1 measure per cohort over each lustrum.

as the articles content. Compared to the results from the complex
algorithms shown in Table 5 the simple HTML5 extraction rule
shows reasonable results with very little effort.

Precision Recall Accuracy
Mean 57.3 67.3 82.4

Median 60.7 72.3 83.4

Table 6: Extraction results using only HTML5 article tags.

This further demonstrates that the nature of the Web is changing,
and as a result, our thinking about content extraction must change
too.
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Lustrum
2000 2005 2010 2015

Extractor Year Prec Rec Acc Prec Rec Acc Prec Rec Acc Prec Rec Acc
All Text – 45.65 100 45.65 38.33 100 38.33 25.78 100 25.78 20.14 100 20.14

C
oh

or
t

20
00

BTE 2001 76.36 92.74 82.74 58.15 89.37 72.22 34.32 88.67 53.92 20.67 85.47 44.05
LSI 2001 83.37 89.79 87.87 64.19 88.71 77.32 43.35 80.47 65.7 23.66 77.51 48.56

DSC 2002 85.42 83.25 86.2 66.88 82.98 77.55 46.37 75.74 71.09 23.89 72.97 50.15

20
05

KFE 2005 74.21 75.88 83.34 50 69.95 70.71 35.28 63.45 65.4 19.78 64.92 47.72
LQF 2005 71.11 93.81 81.49 56.57 92.39 72.23 38.68 85.44 61.94 20.91 84.47 45.24

ADSC 2007 74.39 92.91 83.68 57.68 91.36 73.51 36.95 86.74 59.28 20.27 85.59 44.25
CCB 2008 85.28 86.95 88.26 65.79 84.91 77.78 44.45 77.06 68.95 22.92 74.43 48.72

RR 2008 81.97 92.11 88.96 70.73 89.75 86.54 61.32 76.57 70.82 47.75 86.25 79.70

20
10

CETR 2010 86.74 85.18 88.98 76.05 82.08 85.13 59.01 81.32 80.79 54.66 67.86 88.03
CETR-1D 2010 85.3 85.62 88.55 76.23 82.64 85.41 59.31 80.35 80.89 56.57 67.13 87.78
CETR-Th 2010 89.92 81.95 89.16 82.1 77.52 86.74 65.63 78.31 84.21 57.42 72.76 89.6

BP 2010 93.51 85.92 92.26 91.84 82.64 92.45 79.12 75.72 88.86 83.17 68.84 93.74
BP-AE 2010 94.76 87.11 92.86 92.97 84.25 92.54 94.99 69.39 91.35 85.79 63.21 92.96
BP-Sen 2010 97.37 84.43 92.78 97.47 81.71 93.53 97.19 66.84 91.26 89.06 61.33 93.09

BP-Canola 2010 93.43 87.36 92.58 88.09 84.56 90.97 77.33 77.47 88.71 68.74 71.47 92.02
BP-15W 2010 94.5 83.7 91.55 89.09 80.62 90.22 82.1 74.04 89.37 73.89 68.51 92.4

BP-W 2010 91.45 88.83 92.51 88.31 86.12 91.76 81.79 78.54 89.58 83.31 70.84 93.97

20
15 eatiht 2015 81.89 76.3 80.17 82.04 80.04 83.76 93.75 69.18 91.13 88.48 62.93 94.39

Table 5: Precision, recall and accuracy breakdown by lustrum (i.e., the 5-year period in which data was collected) and cohort (i.e., the set of
extractors that were developed in the same time period)

3.2 Discussion
The main critique of wrapper induction methods is that they fre-
quently require re-training. In response many heuristic/feature en-
gineering approaches have been developed that are said to not re-
quire training and simply work out of the box.
These results underscore a robustness problem in Web content ex-
traction. Ideally, Web science research should be at least partially
invariant to change. If published content extractors are to be adopted
and widely used they ought to be able to withstand changing Web
standards. Wrapper induction techniques admit this problem; how-
ever, we find that heuristic content extractors are prone to obsoles-
cence as well.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude by recapping our main findings.
First, we put into concrete terms the changes to the form and func-
tion of the Web. We argue that most content extraction methodolo-
gies, by their reliance on unrendered, downloaded HTML markup,
do not count very large portion of the final rendered Web page.
This is due to the Web’s increasing reliance on external sources for
content and data via JavaScript, iframes, and so on.
Second, we find that although wrapper induction techniques are
prone to breakage and require frequent retraining, the heuristic/feature
engineering extractors studied in this paper, which argued to not re-
quire training at all, are also quickly obsolete.

4.1 Recommendations for future work
We argue that the two findings presented in this paper be immedi-
ately addressed by the content extraction community, and we make
the following recommendations.

1. Future content extraction methodologies should be performed
on completely rendered Web pages, and should therefore be
created as Web browser extensions or with a similar rendered-
in-browser setup using a headless browser like PhantonJS,

etc. This methodology will allow for all of the content to be
loaded so that it may be fully extracted. A browser-based
content extractor might operate similar to the popular Ad-
Block software, but only render content rather than simply
removing blacklisted advertisers. Aside from executing JavaScript
and gathering all of the external resources, a browser based
content extractor would also allow for a visual-DOM repre-
sentation that may improve extraction effectiveness.

2. Future content extraction studies should examine Web pages
and Web sites from different time periods to measure the
overall robustness of the dataset. This is a difficult task and
is perhaps contrary to the first recommendation because the
external data from old Web pages may not be be easily ren-
dered because the external may sources cease to exist. Nev-
ertheless, it is possible to denote Web pages which have not
changed via through Change Detection and Notification (CDN)
systems [4] or through Last-Modified or ETag HTTP head-
ers.

3. With the adoption semantic tags in HTML5, such as section,
header, main, etc., as well as the creation of semantic at-
tributes within the schema.org framework, it is important
to ask whether content extraction algorithms are still needed
at all. Many Web sites have mobile versions that streamline
content delivery and a large number of content provides have
content syndication systems or APIs that deliver pure con-
tent. It may be more important in the near future to focus at-
tention on structured data extraction from lists and tables [26;
15; 19; 3; 2] and integrating that data for meaningful analy-
sis.

Content extraction research has been an important part of the his-
tory and development of the Web, but this area of study would
greatly benefit by considering these recommendations as they would
lead to new approaches that are more robust and reliable.
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ABSTRACT
The significant adoption of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems
in both commercial and residential sectors has spurred an
interest in monitoring the performance of these systems.
This is facilitated by the increasing availability of regularly
logged PV performance data in recent years. In this pa-
per, we present a data-driven framework to systematically
characterise the relationship between performance of an ex-
isting photovoltaic (PV) system and various environmental
factors. We demonstrate the e�cacy of our proposed frame-
work by applying it to a PV generation dataset from a build-
ing located in northern Australia. We show how, in light of
limited site-specific weather information, this data set may
be coupled with publicly available data to yield rich insights
on the performance of the building’s PV system.

1. INTRODUCTION
A free and clean source of energy, solar energy has steadily
penetrated the energy market with countries such as Ger-
many, China, Italy, the United States and Australia noted to
be the leaders of the global photovoltaic race. Australia, in
particular, has the highest number of residential solar photo-
voltaic installation with nearly 1.4 million households invest-
ing in photovoltaic panels [1]. Additionally, recent statistics
reveal that photovoltaic panels are increasingly contributing
to the generation of renewable energy in Australia [2; 3].
Despite the widespread adoption, recent statistics indicate
that an appalling 80% of the Australian rooftop PV instal-
lations are not working as they should [4]. Moreover, a Aus-
tralian survey conducted recently revealed that only 69% of
PV owners believe that the amount generated by their sys-
tems are more than or approximately what they were told to
expect by their installers [5]. Similar figures have also been
reported in England [6]. The significant penetration of PV
systems and the lack of understanding on their performance
motivate a data-driven analysis for describing how environ-
mental parameters and seasonal variations may impact PV
generation once they are deployed in the field.

1.1 Solar energy and photovoltaic technology
⇤To whom correspondence should be addressed

A brief introduction on solar energy and photovoltaic tech-
nology is provided here.
The photovoltaic technology is heavily dependent on solar
energy which originates from the Sun. With a surface tem-
perature of 5800 K, the Sun acts like a black body radiator
and its spectrum a↵ects radiation in Earth’s atmosphere and
consequently the performance of di↵erent solar cell materials
[7]. Higher solar energy density promotes the performance
of solar cells and such densities are contained within the
visible range of the solar radiation spectrum. However, a
significant proportion of the spectrum at low temperatures
falls outside the visible range [8]. For this reason, materi-
als used for solar cells are often chosen for their ability to
absorb the visible range energy.
The electromagnetic radiation received at the top of Earth’s
atmosphere is sourced directly from the Sun with little or no
attenuation due to absence of scattering particles in space.
However, as solar radiation traverses through our atmo-
sphere, the amount of radiation is depleted due to absorption
or scattering by molecules within the atmosphere [9]. So-
lar radiation penetrating the atmosphere is most adversely
a↵ected by clouds which predominantly reflects radiation
back into space. The amount of solar radiation received by
a surface is therefore only a fraction of the electromagnetic
radiation from the Sun. Here we make a distinction be-
tween solar radiation and irradiance. While solar radiation
is radiant energy propagating from the Sun, irradiance is
the rate at which this energy is received on a surface. The
former has units of W seconds while the latter has units
of W/m2. Depending on the surface orientation, incident
irradiance may consist of two or more components. On a
horizontal surface, these components are direct irradiance
which is not blocked or attenuated by clouds (experienced
as sunshine) and di↵use irradiance which describes cloud-
scattered sunlight. For a tilted surface, however, there is an
additional contribution from albedo irradiance which is sun-
light reflected by the ground. These collectively form global
irradiance [8] which varies significantly during a solar year,
depending on the Earth-Sun distance. In particular, during
the austral (Southern Hemisphere) summer, the Earth-Sun
distance is at its minimum while the converse is true for
the austral winter. This has seasonal e↵ects on the mean
receipt of solar energy on Earth, as seen in later sections of
this paper.
Upon receipt of irradiance, select material surfaces impart
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energy of incident photons to electrons, thus liberating the
electrons. These excited electrons jump from the valence
band (level of electron energy in which electrons are bound
to host atoms) to the conduction band (level of electron
energy from external sources at which they are no longer
bound to host atoms). While some of these electrons dif-
fuse, some may drift to an electrical field where a built-in
potential acts on these electrons and in doing so, produces a
voltage which then drives a current through a circuit. The
afore described conversion of irradiance into direct current
(DC) electricity is known as the photovoltaic e↵ect.
A common material used in PV cells is silicon though other
materials such as perovskite, nano PV cells have been in-
troduced in recent years [10; 11]. Since PV cells typically
produce very low power (less than 3 W at 0.5 V DC), they
are usually connected to form modules. Several modules
connected in series is called a string while an array consists
of groups of connected strings. Accordingly, the output of an
array depends on its size. The performance of a PV system
also depends on solar radiation: increased radiation pro-
duces more power. Interested readers may find the reviews
by El Chaar et al [12] and Parida et al [13] on photovoltaic
technology useful.
PV systems are typically mounted on rooftops or in loca-
tions with minimal shading or obstruction. The orientation
of the PV systems is also highly dependent on the location
of the installation. PV systems in the Southern Hemisphere
generally face North while the reverse is true for systems in
the Northern Hemisphere. Furthermore, systems that are
connected to the grid should be positioned at the angle cor-
responding to the site latitude in order to maximise annual
production. A minimum of 10� is recommended to facilitate
cleaning by precipitation. In most cases, buildings or homes
that are connected to the grid require also the installation of
an inverter system so that the DC produced by PV systems
can be converted into grid-friendly alternating current (AC)
electricity.
In addition to being dependent on the intensity of solar radi-
ation, the amount of power produced by a given PV system
may also be a↵ected by the system e�ciency in converting
incident irradiance into power. This may be a↵ected by both
environmental and system-related factors such as deposition
of soil and dirt on the panel surface, panel operating tem-
perature, rain and humidity. We briefly review these in the
following section.

1.2 Existing Literature
Accumulation of dust on a panel surface depletes the amount
of incident irradiance and subsequent generated power. The
degree by which dust a↵ects the system performance is de-
termined by the amount of dust deposition and removal
through rain. Pioneering work by El-Shobokshy et al who
investigated how physical properties of dust accumulation
and deposition density a↵ect panel performance revealed
that fine particulates is more detrimental than coarse parti-
cles [14; 15] . While several studies published since concur
with these findings [16; 17], experimental observations by
Jiang et al suggest the contrary [18]. Site-specific natural
soiling trends and the corresponding reduction in perfor-
mance have also been studied extensively. These include
those performed in humid subtropical [19; 20], subtropical
[21], tropical [22; 23], desert [24; 25], arid [26; 27], mild [28],
hot summer Mediterranean [17; 29] and temperate-oceanic

[30] climates. The tilt angle of PV modules has also been
found to significantly a↵ect dust deposition [26; 31; 27; 24;
32] with smaller inclination angles advocating dust build-
up. Climatological characteristics such as precipitation, rel-
ative humidity and ambient temperature also play an im-
portant role in determining the accumulation of dust on the
panel surface and the performance of said panel. Reviews
by Sayyah et al [33] and Mani and Pillai [34] provide a good
source of information pertaining to studies on dust-related
losses.
Precipitation not only removes deposited dust from panel
surfaces, it may also improve the operating conditions of a
given panel by decreasing the operating temperature. In
particular, the e↵ect precipitation has on both dust deposi-
tion and system performance has been explored through the
inclusion of dry periods in PV system simulation programs.
While earlier versions assumed constant soiling losses over
time [35], non-constant performance losses were reported
more recently in addition to a dependence of system perfor-
mance on the frequency of precipitation [36]. In light of this,
the assumption used in most simulation programs was mod-
ified to describe soiling losses as a linear degradation over
time, an adjustment which improved the accuracy of model
simulation. By comparing the relative performance for the
week before a rain event and the week after a rain event,
Mejia and Kleissl [31] examined the e↵ectiveness of cleaning
by rain. The lack of correlation observed between precip-
itation amount and change in system e�ciency for soiling
durations lasting for tens of days, consistent with findings
in Kimber et al [36], led to the drought selection criteria to
be increased to only include rain events following at least
31 dry days. Results of the study indicated a high degree of
variability in soiling losses even for sites in close proximity
to each other.
Existing correlations often describe PV cell temperature as
a function of weather variables (ambient temperature, wind
velocity, humidity), solar irradiance, cell material and sys-
tem specific properties [37]. Our paper focuses on the rela-
tionship between ambient temperature and PV performance.
It has been established that incident irradiance is positively
correlated with the amount of power produced by these pan-
els. However, more intense irradiance may also cause the
panel temperatures to soar as well, thus impairing panel
e�ciency. Several studies have attempted to characterise
the temperature dependence of various PV cells, including
one conducted in the hot and humid weather of Malaysia
[38]. In considering the impact of PV mounting configura-
tions on system performance, Nordmann and Clavadetscher
[39] found that free-standing and flat root mounted systems
aided the cooling of a PV array. Skoplaki and Palyvos [40]
reviewed the dependence of the electrical performance of
silicon-based PV modules on temperature.
A measure of the moisture content of the air, humidity is
most often represented by relative humidity. Calculated as
the ratio of the actual amount of moisture in the atmosphere
to the maximum amount that could be held at a given tem-
perature, relative humidity provides an indication of how
close the air is to being saturated with moisture [9] (100%
being very saturated). The enhanced presence of water par-
ticles causes direct irradiance to be dispersed, thus depleting
incident irradiance non-linearly [41]. Additionally, PV cells
exposed to moisture for extended periods may experience
performance degradation due to moisture ingression of PV
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cells. Tan et al observed encapsulant delimitation resulting
from the high water vapour content in the air [42]. Kempe
ascertained that hot and humid weather expedites the dete-
rioration of PV modules [43]. Moreover, humid conditions
were found to accelerate dust coagulation on panel surfaces
due to increased likelihood of dew formation on these sur-
faces [34]. The detrimental e↵ect of moss, prevalent in trop-
ical weather, has been assessed by Sulaiman et al who re-
ported output power losses due to moss being up to 86%
[23].
A majority of these studies is performed experimentally,
under specific test conditions and often require the main-
tenance of a reference panel. Furthermore, the complexity
and technical sophistication involved in designing and exe-
cuting experiments render this approach unsuitable for sys-
tem owners seeking insights on their existing installation.
Tests performed by the PV manufacturers on their panels
are done in standard testing conditions (STC), namely 1000
W/m2 irradiance, 25� cell temperature and 1.5 air mass.
These conditions are not reminiscent of actual field condi-
tions most of the time and so results of these tests are not
very useful to understand the performance of a given sys-
tem. Additionally, PV manufacturer data sheets provide
only a point-value of performance but system owners and
facility managers are primarily interested in monitoring per-
formance continuously. Performance tracking facilitates as-
set maintenance and management, such as scheduling clean-
ing to remove obstruction on the PV system.
In this paper, our proposed framework combines both his-
torical performance data and publicly available weather data
sources to provide insights on system performance and to il-
luminate how various environmental parameters impact per-
formance.

2. INFORMATION ABOUT DATA SETS
2.1 Photovoltaic (PV) Performance Data
The solar PV generation data was obtained from an o�ce
building situated in Townsville, a city in Queensland, Aus-
tralia. The PV system is mounted on the roof of the build-
ing, as seen in Figure 1. A total of 225 photovoltaic panels
make up the PV system analysed here. The facility manage-
ment system logs the PV generation data every 5 minutes.
We analyse data spanning January to December 2013. De-
tails of the PV system are given in Table 1 while Table 2
lists information on the inverter system used in the building.

2.2 Environmental Data
Our data set also includes relative humidity and ambient
temperature data measured at 5-minute intervals in the vicin-
ity of the building. The date range of these data coincide
with those above. However, given that other environmen-
tal parameters such as rainfall and global solar exposure are
not monitored by the building, we relied upon data from the
Bureau of Meteorology (BoM). Additionally, measured solar
data are available as one station-month data files from the
Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) online data service. These
data, recorded at 29 locations across Australia, are provided
in a compressed (zip) text, comma-separated variable for-
mat. While access to the data is free, registration with the
Bureau via the One Minute Solar Data registration form is
necessary. These are detailed in Table 3. Figure 1 shows the
rooftop PV system under study and Figure 2 shows that the

Figure 1: A 53 kWp solar PV installation on the roof of a
commercial building in Townsville, Australia.

Table 1: Information about PV system

Attributes Values

Coordinates -19.3167�S, 146.733�E
Number of modules per string 225 panels
Nameplate total DC capacity 52.875 kWp
Manufacturer and model number Schott Poly 235
Module nameplate capacity 235 W
Mount type and tilt angle Roof-top, 15�

Cell material Polycrystalline
Cell dimension 156 ⇥ 156 mm
Module dimensions (l ⇥ w) 1.685 m ⇥ 0.993 m
Nominal power at NOCT, P

mpp

169 W
Voltage at nominal power, V

mpp

27.2 V
Current at nominal power, I

mpp

33.9 A
Open-circuit voltage, V

oc

6.75 V
Module e�ciency 14.0%
Power temperature coe�cient -0.45
Open-circuit voltage temp. coe↵. -0.33
Short-circuit current temp. coe↵. 0.04
Data resolution 5-minute resolution
Data range Sept 2012 - April 2014

Table 2: Information about inverter system
Attributes Values

Number of inverters 5
Manufacturer SMA
Model number SMC11000TL
Inverter nameplate DC capacity 11000 W
Nameplate e�ciency 97.5%

building (housing the PV system) is located approximately
8 km south of the BoM weather station.

3. EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS

3.1 Climate in Townsville
Described as a tropical savanna climate, further insights on
the features of the Townsville climate may be obtained by
analysing aggregate climate data for the past 20 years. The
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Table 3: Information about Bureau of Meteorology data
Attributes Values

Coordinates -19.2483 �S, 146.7551 �E
Types of data available Rainfall amount

Global solar exposure
Global horizontal irradiance
Direct normal irradiance
Direct horizontal irradiance
Di↵use horizontal irradiance
Zenith angle

Data resolution 24 hours (solar exposure)
24 hours (rainfall)
1 minute (irradiance)

Date range of data Jan 2013 - Dec 2013

Bureau of Meteorology 
weather station

Townsville building
Measured distance
Total distance: 7.95 km (4.94 mi)

Figure 2: Location of the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM)
weather station relative to the building in Townsville.

Bureau of Meteorology provides information on the monthly
averages of precipitation quantity, mean ambient tempera-
ture at 9 am and at 3 pm, mean cloud cover at 9 am and
at 3 pm, relative humidity at 9 am and at 3 pm and wind
speeds at 9 am and 3 pm. Preliminary inspection of these
data reveal that:

• Autumn months (March - May) are defined by mod-
erate amount of rainfall and cloudy mornings and af-
ternoons

• Winter months (June - August) are characterised by
blue skies, warm days and cool nights

• Spring months (September - November) are distin-
guished by relatively high number of clear mornings
and afternoons, low number of cloudy days, infrequent
rain and strong winds

• Summer months (December - February) are charac-
terised by heavy and frequent rain, cloudy mornings
and afternoons and few clear days

The average rainfall amount for each month also indicates a
six-month “wet season” from November to April.

3.2 System Performance
Two questions often asked by PV system owners and oper-
ators are:

• How much electricity is the PV system generating?

• How well is the PV system performing?

We use the energy yield metric to answer these questions.
This metric factors into consideration the number of hours of
bright sunlight per day in a given location and the nameplate
capacity of the PV system (kWp). A cursory understanding
of kWh and kWp is required to understand this metric and
is provided here.
The kilowatt peak, often abbreviated to kWp, is a mea-
surement for the maximum DC potential of a panel or ar-
ray. Alternatively referred to as the nameplate capacity,
the kWp of a system provides an indication of the rate at
which the system produces power under ideal conditions.
These ideal conditions are also known as standard testing
conditions (STC), described previously in the introduction
of this paper. A higher nominal rated power is associated
with more power production by the panel or array. On the
other hand, kilowatt hour (kWh) is a unit of electrical en-
ergy and may be calculated by expending one kilowatt of
power for one hour. For instance, operating 1400 watts (1.4
kW) rated electrical heater for an hour meant that 1.4 kWh
of energy has been used.
The energy yield of a PV array, E

i

, for any given day i is
given by the following expression:

E

i

=

P
j=S

j=1 Mean PV generation for hourj

PV array nameplate capacity
(1)

where j 2 {1, 2, . . . , S} corresponds to the j-th hour of sun-
light in the day and S is the number of hours with sunlight
for day i. Division of the numerator by the aggregate name-
plate capacity normalises the yield on a per kW basis, ren-
dering the metric amenable for comparison with other PV
systems.
We use the notion of peak sun hours [44] as a benchmark
for comparison, which is around 4.2 for Townsville [45]. In
other words, Townsville receives on average 4.2 hours of peak
solar insolation (i.e. 1000 Wh/m2) per day. A 1 kWp sys-
tem in Townsville should thus produce 4.2 kWh of electrical
energy on a day, corresponding to an energy yield of 4.2
kWh/day/kWp. We will use this figure as a baseline for un-
derstanding how the energy yield of the 53 kWp panel array
varies throughout the year.
The following section provides two perspectives of the sys-
tem performance.

3.2.1 Energy Yield across the Year

We examine the performance of the given system across the
year 2013. Figure 3a plots energy yield as a function of the
day of year. The baseline energy yield of 4.2 is also shown
in the figure via the red horizontal line. It can be seen that
the 53 kWp panel is underperforming (i.e. the measured
energy yield is lower than 4.2) for over 30% of the time. The
impact of seasonal variations can also be been seen in the
figure. The energy yield is lower during the winter months
compared to the other times of the year. The highest energy
yield recorded in this year occurred on 9 December 2013 with
an energy yield of 6.695 kWh/day/kWp while 23 January
2013 records the lowest energy yield in the year with an
energy yield of 0.51 kWh/day/kWp.
Figure 3b plots the hour-averaged global irradiance recorded
at the BoM weather station in Townsville for di↵erent months
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in 2013, chosen to represent their respective seasons. Among
the four months compared, it can be seen that December,
coinciding with the austral summer, has the highest solar in-
solation which may explain the high energy yields observed
in this period. The mean solar insolation decreases towards
mid-year, as shown by the curve in March as the Southern
Hemisphere approaches winter and tilts further away from
the Sun. It is unsurprising that the hour-averaged global
irradiance curve in July, the middle of austral winter, is the
lowest amongst the four. This figure shows how irradiance
varies across the year as Earth orbits around the Sun and
how this directly impacts the yield of a PV system.
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Figure 3: [Best viewed in colour] Figures showing (a) mea-
sured energy yield for the 53 kWp installation for 2013 (b)
hour-averaged global irradiance for di↵erent months in 2013

It may be more intuitive to analyse the frequency of the
measured energy yields. This is shown in Figure 4. It
can be seen that the PV panel frequently produces 4.1 to 5
kWh/day/kWp (32.507% of the time). Energy yields higher
than 5 have also been recorded. Recalling that the baseline
energy yield is 4.2, these statistics indicate that the PV panel
occasionally performed better than expected. However, the
PV system is under-performing more than 30% of the time.

3.2.2 Seasonal Energy Yield Behaviour

We proceed to analyse the average energy yield for the months
in 2013, presented in Figure 5. The decline in production to-
wards mid-year is unsurprising as the Southern Hemisphere
approaches winter and experiences shorter daylight periods.
What is interesting, however, is the marked increase in per-
formance in August compared to July. Additionally, we note
that the average energy yield varies the least in spring, con-
sistent with what is shown in Figure 3a.
We categorise the months according to their respective sea-
sons to illustrate the seasonal variation in performance. The
range of average energy yields for each season is tabulated
in Table 4. The system appears to achieve higher produc-
tion capacity in summer and spring as these seasons record
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Figure 4: Frequency of energy yields for the 53 kWp instal-
lation in 2013
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Figure 5: Monthly energy yield average

energy yields of at least 5 kWh/day/kWp on average. This
parallels the higher mean irradiance recorded in these sea-
sons, as previously seen in Figure 3b. The autumn months
record the lowest energy yields, despite general misconcep-
tion that winter usually produces the least photovoltaic gen-
eration. In addition, the wide average energy yield range in
autumn indicates a highly variable performance in this sea-
son, possibly caused by the presence of deterrent factors such
as short-term direct cover (e.g. dust, leaves) and shadowing
by clouds or vegetation.

Seasons Average Energy Yield

Autumn 3.23 - 4.71
Winter 3.57 - 4.73
Spring 5.12 - 5.50
Summer 5.02 - 6.07

Table 4: Range of average energy yields (kWh/day/kWp)
for the 53 kWp installation in 2013 according to seasons

We provide a clearer picture of the system behaviour by
investigating the frequency of energy yields for each season.
This is both tabulated in Table 5 and visually shown in
Figure 6. These plots collectively tell us the following

• System frequently produces 5 kWh/day/kWp with no
occurrence of higher energy yields than 6 kWh/day/kWp
in autumn

• System frequently produces 5 kWh/day/kWp with no
occurrence of higher energy yields than 6 kWh/day/kWp
in winter
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Figure 6: [Best viewed in colour] Frequency histogram of
energy yield for the 53 kWp installation in Townsville sorted
by seasons.

• System frequently produces at least 6 kWh/day/kWp
in spring

• System frequently produces at least 6 kWh/day/kWp
in summer

These observations agree with the typical average energy
yield trends observed in each season (in Table 4). Interest-
ingly, although the autumn months perform worse than win-
ter, the distribution of energy yield frequencies in autumn
is similar to that of winter with the only di↵erence being
winter having higher frequencies of energy yields between
4.1 - 4.999 kWh/day/kWp than autumn. Additionally, the
histogram establishes the dominance of summer in terms of
performance, evident in the high frequency of energy yields
of more than 6 kWh/day/kWp. Such subtleties were not
apparent in Table 4.

E. Yield Autumn Winter Spring Summer

0 - 0.999 0 0 0 1.11
1 - 1.999 5.43 3.26 1.12 1.11
2 - 2.999 17.39 14.13 0 2.22
3 - 3.999 22.83 19.57 6.74 5.56
4 - 4.999 38.04 55.43 20.22 15.56
5 - 5.999 16.30 7.61 53.93 33.33

> 6 0 0 17.98 41.11

Table 5: Frequency of energy yields according to seasons
categorised according to energy yield (kWh/day/kWp).

3.2.3 Production Across Day

In addition to giving valuable insights on the aggregate sys-
tem behaviour, the performance data also allows us to quan-
tify the daily variation of photovoltaic production across sea-
sons. To do this, we determine and compare both the hour-
averaged photovoltaic production for each month in 2013
and the hour-averaged photovoltaic production for 2013.
These are presented in Figures 7a - 7d where the hour-
averages have been categorised according to season.
The building management team of the building on which the
PV system is installed believes that the amount of power
produced by the PV installation is on average only 60% of
the array nameplate capacity. By calculating the hourly an-
nual production, we ascertained the origin of “60%” quoted

by the building management team. The maximum annual
hourly production (represented by the magenta line) is ap-
proximately 33 kWh which is about 60% of the PV array
nameplate capacity. This aggregate figure, however, pro-
vides little insight on how performance varies across the
year. The analysis presented here addresses this drawback.
Comparison of the annual hour-averaged generation with the
hour-average generation for the summer months in Figure
7a shows that the hour-averaged photovoltaic production
in summer is higher than its yearly equivalent. We note
that December has the highest hour-averaged production
amongst the summer months with a maximum of 40 kWh
while the maximum hour-averaged PV productions for Jan-
uary and February are approximately 35 kWh.
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Figure 7: [Best viewed in colour] Annual PV production,
average for hour, versus the hour-average PV production for
(a) summer, (b) autumn, (c) winter and (d) spring months.

Similarly, we compare the annual hour-averaged photovoltaic
performance with the annual equivalent in Figure 7b. Con-
trary to summer, we find that the hour-averaged perfor-
mance in autumn is lower than the annual hour-average. We
also observe a decreasing trend in the peaks of these curves
with May producing only 50% of the array nameplate ca-
pacity at best. This is consistent with increasingly shorter
daylight hours and lower mean solar energy associated with
the increased tilt of the Southern Hemisphere away from the
Sun.
We expect the PV production in the winter months to be
the lowest amongst the other months given the shorter day-
light hours and pronounced distance from the Sun. However,
upon analysing Figure 7c, we realise that this is not true for
the year 2013. Although the hour-averaged performance in
June is similar to that in May, the later winter months show
better average production levels. August, in fact, performed
better than the annual hourly production. This may have
been due to more conducive environment in winter as clear
skies and infrequent rain are typical of winter in Townsville
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while autumn months often observe cloudy skies which may
significantly deplete the amount of incident irradiance [46].
This suggests that the resulting performance of a PV array
may be an interplay between several factors.
Finally, Figure 7d provides a visual comparison of the annual
hour-averaged performance with the hour-averaged perfor-
mance in spring. The hour-averaged performance in spring
generally out-performs the yearly equivalent with the max-
ima of the hour-averaged performance in spring being simi-
lar (approximately 37.5 kWh). It is interesting to note that
the months following September appear to decline in perfor-
mance, suggesting the growing presence of seasonal factors
that may have a↵ected the array performance.
In summary, although the aggregate performance appears
to be only 60% of the nameplate capacity on average, more
detailed analysis of the performance across the seasons re-
veal that the summer and spring months actually perform
much better than that.

3.3 Daylight Length
A primary factor a↵ecting the daily output of a photovoltaic
array is solar insolation a panel or array receives over the
course of a day. This, in turn, depends on factors such as
the length of daylight, Sun’s position and the amount of
clouds present on a given day. Here we investigate the re-
lationship between daylight length and the resulting energy
yield, shown in Figure 8. It is unsurprising that the portion
of the year that observes shorter days (winter) produces less
power than the rest of the year, agreeing with [47]. The
factors leading to exceptional array performance in spring
despite similar daylight lengths in the summer months re-
main to be investigated.
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Figure 8: [Best viewed in colour] Figure showing daylight
length observed in Townsville and energy yield for the PV
installation in Townsville

3.4 Daily Global Solar Exposure
Intuitively, an increase in the amount of solar energy re-
ceived by a PV installation results in more power being
produced by the system. Similarly, reduced photovoltaic
performance is expected in the months with lower received
solar energy. We rely upon the measurements from the BoM
weather station as an indicator of the amount of solar energy
received by the PV installation under study. In particular,
we obtained the daily global solar exposure data from the
weather station which represents the total amount of solar
energy incident on a horizontal surface over the course of a
day and has units of kWh/m2. Figure 9 provides a visual

comparison of the energy yield trend for 2013 with the daily
global solar exposure trend for the same time frame.
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Figure 9: [Best viewed in colour] Figure showing daily global
solar exposure recorded by BoM and energy yield of the 53
kWp installation in Townsville

It can be seen in Figure 9 that higher energy yields are
observed for the months with higher global solar exposure
quantities. This concurs with the trends observed in the his-
tograms presented earlier. We note that the highest global
solar exposure in 2013 was recorded on 10 January 2013
(8.64 kWh/m2) while the lowest global solar exposure in
2013 was recorded just two weeks after (23 January 2013
with 0.5 kWh/m2) which incidentally also happens to be
the day with the lowest energy yield recorded in 2013. This
may explain the abnormally low photovoltaic performance
on that given day. The day with highest global solar expo-
sure, however, does not coincide with the day with highest
energy yield.
Although the energy yield trend parallels the global solar ex-
posure trend, these diverge at the beginning and end of the
year due to the global solar exposure trend having steeper
gradients. This may be explained by the pronounced pres-
ence of clouds during the summer and autumn seasons which
would have attenuated irradiance, thus causing the maxi-
mum power the system could have produced to be limited.

3.5 Relative Humidity
It has been previously stated that humidity has an adverse
e↵ect on direct irradiance due to the combination of refrac-
tion, reflection and di↵raction of light by water droplets.
However, we believe that it is possible that for a certain
range of relative humidity values, additional moisture in at-
mosphere may be beneficial to PV production through an
increased contribution from di↵use irradiance which may be
augmented by refraction and di↵raction of direct sunlight
by moisture. This subsequently elevates the amount of inci-
dent irradiance which is the primary factor in determining
photovoltaic performance.
Figure 10a illustrates the relationship between relative hu-
midity and solar generation for the time period 6 am to 6
pm. The very low relative humidity values (approximately
20%) recorded in the winter months occur from 10 am to
4 pm. The plot also suggests that lower values of relative
humidity are associated with lower photovoltaic production.
In addition, we observed that the photovoltaic performance
corresponding to relative humidity values higher than 90%
appear to be bounded as they do not cross the 50 kW
threshold. This leads us to believe that at very high rela-
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tive humidity levels, the moisture in the atmosphere which,
at lower levels usually helps di↵ract irradiance, may deplete
the amount of irradiance traversing through the atmosphere.
Given that the likelihood of condensation and thus precipi-
tation increases with greater humidity, the presence of dark
looming clouds associated with precipitation may have fur-
ther reduced the amount of irradiance received by the array.
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Figure 10: [Best viewed in colour] Figures showing the re-
lationship between (a) relative humidity and power out-
put, (b) relative humidity and power output (coarse-grained
level).

Figure 10b shows the aggregate relationship between rela-
tive humidity and PV production levels over the course of
the data set. By analysing the behaviour of relative hu-
midity across the day, we observe that relative humidity is
usually lowest at noon and reaches its daily maximum just
before sunrise. On the other hand, if we consider how rel-
ative humidity and photovoltaic performance change over
the months, we find that months with lower relative humid-
ity values are associated with increased photovoltaic perfor-
mance. Having said that, the winter months of 2013 deviate
from this pattern seeing that these months record lower per-
formance despite low relative humidity values. This alludes
to the possibility that the relationship between relative hu-
midity and photovoltaic performance being a non-linear one
which may largely depend on the global solar exposure for
the given months.

3.6 Ambient Temperature
The availability of both photovoltaic performance and am-
bient temperature data permits an investigation on the re-
lationship between ambient temperature and system perfor-

mance. The intricate relationship between the amount of
sunshine received by a panel, the resulting panel e�ciency
and panel operating temperature has been elucidated in the
introduction of this paper. In particular, the degree by
which a PV panel e�ciency is a↵ected is determined by the
temperature coe�cient published in the PV panel’s man-
ufacturer data sheet. For example, the temperature coef-
ficient of �0.45 for the Schott Poly 235 panel installed on
the building meant that for every degree above 25� C, the
maximum power of the panel decreases by 0.45%.
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Figure 11: [Best viewed in colour] Figures showing the rela-
tionship between (a) ambient temperature and power out-
put, (b) ambient temperature and power output (coarse-
grained level).

Figure 11a shows a scatter plot of photovoltaic production
against ambient temperature between 6 am and 6 pm. There
does not appear to be a threshold ambient temperature value
beyond which the system performance may be impaired as
relatively high amount of photovoltaic generation (above 40
kW) are recorded in spite of high ambient temperatures of
approximately 35 �C. It may be that for this particular lo-
cation, the ambient temperature levels recorded may not be
high enough to cause a degradation in performance. This
elucidates the complex interplay between temperature and
potential PV generation where bright sunshine which results
in high temperature may cause a temperature derating of
the PV panel that may be compensated by higher levels of
sunshine.
It is intuitive to analyse the coarse-grained relationship be-
tween ambient temperature and photovoltaic performance.
This is presented graphically in Figure 11b. We note that
both ambient temperature and photovoltaic performance
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achieve their respective maxima at 12 pm, unsurprising given
the position of the Sun in the sky at noon. Although the win-
ter months observe the lowest mean temperatures and rela-
tively low photovoltaic production and the summer months
record both high mean temperatures and photovoltaic pro-
duction, the correlation between mean ambient temperature
and photovoltaic production ceases to be true for the spring
months leading up to summer. In fact, the photovoltaic per-
formance of the system in August, September and October
exceed those of the other months in the year, except for De-
cember. This suggests the existence of other factors that
may have augmented the system performance during these
months.

3.7 Rainfall
An aspect of weather and its e↵ect on resulting photovoltaic
performance that has attracted much interest is rainfall. In
this section, we explore the e↵ects of rainfall on energy yield.
The rainfall trend in Townsville, presented in Figure 12, is
consistent with our previous observation of a six-month “wet
season” from November to April. The months of January
and February, in particular, recorded several occasions of
heavy rain.
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Figure 12: Daily precipitation amount recorded at the
Townsville BoM weather station.

Preliminary analysis of energy yield over the days leading
up to rainfall revealed a declining trend, followed by an un-
mistakeable increase in PV array performance after rainfall,
such as the one shown in Figure 13a. While there were only
11 days of rainfall recorded in January 2013, the energy yield
trend does indicate

• A decline in energy yield until 23 January when the
amount of precipitation recorded is 70.2 mm

• Decrease in energy yield is more pronounced on days
with rain

• Recovery of energy yield after 24 January which coin-
cidentally is the day of heaviest rainfall in 2013

The amount of precipitation recorded on both 23 January
and 24 January suggests that the system performance may
have been dampened by adverse operating conditions such
as thick, obstructive clouds that typically preludes such rainy
days. Additionally, dust deposition build-up, facilitated by
occasional light rain during a dry period, may have con-
tributed to a decrease in performance [48]. The trends ob-
served following the rain events propose the possibility that
rain may have cleaned the PV array surface. This pattern
has been observed throughout the year, exemplified in Fig-
ure 13b which depicts the energy yield and rainfall trends
for March and the first half of April 2013.
Existing literature has delineated the dependence of dust
or dirt deposition on photovoltaic arrays on the length of
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Figure 13: [Best viewed in colour] (a), (b) Energy yield of the
53 kWp PV installation and rainfall trends as recorded at
the Townsville BoM weather station in January and March
2013, respectively.

drought periods [49]. In addition, it is generally known that
the presence of thick clouds, such as those associated with
rain, not only causes a large proportion of irradiance to be
reflected back into space but also obstructs sunlight from
reaching the array surface. In light of these findings, we
postulate that the rate at which performance of the PV ar-
ray deteriorates is proportional to the number of days since
the last rainfall due to a combination of worsening sky con-
ditions and amount of dust deposition on the array. In ad-
dition, we believe that heavy rainfall may be beneficial in
removing obstructions from the array surface. The aim of
this section is two-fold: to ascertain the relationship between
energy yield and the number of days since the last rainfall
and to determine the e↵ect of rainfall on improving array
performance.

3.7.1 Relationship between number of days since last

rainfall and energy yield

Here we attempt to identify the nature of the relationship
between the number of days since previous precipitation
(drought period) and output power. To do this, we com-
pare the di↵erence in power output measured on the day
preceding a rain event and on the day following a previous
rain event. Our approach bears much in common with those
used in Mejia and Kleissl [31], di↵ering only in terms of the
metrics and duration being compared. We choose to com-
pare the produced power on the given days as opposed to
the energy yield as the former provides a better indication
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of how much power has been lost (or sometimes improved)
due to a rain event. Moreover, the length of dry periods ob-
served in our data set appropriates the comparison of daily
power produced rather than the week-averaged power.
Several assumptions are made to analyse the dependence of
the number of days since the last rainfall and the energy
yield. We assume that rain cleans the surface of a PV array
completely and that the amount of soiling that exists on the
surface prior to a rain event causes power losses. In addition,
we postulate that the change in energy yield after a rain
event is a↵ected by the amount of dust deposition present
on the array before the rain event and the sky conditions
on the day after a rain event. Furthermore, the degree by
which energy yield is reduced should be proportional to the
drought length. Additionally, we believe that the amount of
rain recorded on a given day is positively correlated to the
amount and type of clouds present on the day before and as
such, we use the former as a measure of rain cloud intensity.
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Figure 14: [Best viewed in colour] (a) Change in power out-
put as a function of drought length (b) Frequency histogram
of change in power output categorised by drought length.

The assumption that the performance of a system declines
in proportion to the amount of the time elapsed between two
rain events suggests that we calculate the di↵erence in power
by subtracting the power generated on the day following a
previous rain event from the power generated on the day be-
fore a rain event. This is presented in Figure 14a. Only rain
events preceded by at least 3 days of drought are considered
here. The amount of precipitation recorded on these days
are illustrated by the colour of each data point. Evidently,

heavy precipitation of more than 75 mm is rarely recorded
for rain events with at least 3 days of drought. However,
given that rainfall heavier than 75 mm have been recorded
(as shown in Figure 12), this may indicate that heavy rain
in Townsville usually occurs on consecutive days within a
short period of time.
Moreover, values in the positive y-axis region indicate in-
stances when the amount of power generated on the day
prior to a rain event has increased relative to the day fol-
lowing a past rain event. Accordingly, values contained in
negative y-axis region indicate days where system output
has decreased since the last rainfall. We note the consid-
erable magnitude of change in power production shown in
Figure 14a where power losses of up to 130 kWh have been
recorded. Such a huge amount of power could have been
used to power ten 1.5 kW portable heaters for 8 hours. As
there are several instances when system performance has
improved prior to a rain event, there does not appear to
be a relationship between drought length and the change
in power generated for shorter drought periods (less than
10 days). We do note, however, the reduction in array
performance appear to be more pronounced with increas-
ing drought length for droughts lasting for 11 to 30 days.
Although we postulated that the degree at which the array
performance deteriorates is positively related to the length
of drought period, this does not appear to be true in this
case, especially when the drought period is more than 20
days. These observations agree with those reported in Mejia
and Kleissl [31] and Kimber et al [36].
We provide another perspective in Figure 14b which shows
the frequency of di↵erence in power output measured on
the day before a rain event and after a previous rain event,
sorted by bins of change in power produced. For ease of
comparison, the histogram is further sorted by the drought
lengths. Negative bin values indicate a decrease in power
production since a previous rain event. The reverse is true
for positive bin values shown in the histogram. We note
that for shorter drought periods, there is a tendency for
power production to deteriorate. Surprisingly, the system
performance appears to improve over droughts occurring for
more than 20 days. Given the few instances with preced-
ing drought periods longer than 20 days coupled with the
findings in Mejia and Kleissl [31] that claimed only drought
periods of at least 31 days were statistically significant, our
analysis here is limited by the attributes of our data set. In
addition, the improved system performance may have been
due to circumstances not captured by our data set such as
scheduled panel maintenance and better sky conditions.

3.7.2 Effect of rainfall in improving array perfor-

mance

In the introduction of this section, we delineated the ways
in which rainfall may a↵ect array performance. Here we
present results of our exploratory analysis that investigate
the relationship between the change in output power before
and after rain and the amount of precipitation. A similar
approach has been previously utilised in Mejia and Kleissl
[31].
Figure 15a shows the di↵erence in power produced on the
day after a rain event and day before the rain event as a
function of the amount of rainfall. Additionally, the colours
of the points indicate the drought length preceding the rain
event, evincing the fact that dry periods lasting for more
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Figure 15: [Best viewed in colour] (a) Change in power out-
put before and after a rain event as a function of precipi-
tation amount (b) Frequency histogram showing change in
magnitude of power output before and after a rain event.

than 40 days are far and in between in Townsville. The
clustering of data points around the lower x-axis end sug-
gests that the typical amount of precipitation recorded in
Townsville is less than 50 mm, an impressive amount nonethe-
less.
The amount of power produced is expected to improve fol-
lowing a rain event with the degree of improvement being
positively correlated with the amount of rainfall. This is
shown in Figure 15a where there appears to be a tendency
for the system to produce more power following increased
rainfall. Moreover, we note that even if it has just been a
day since the last rain event, heavier rainfall usually results
in an improvement in energy yield from before rain. This,
however, may be combination of clearer sky conditions, typ-
ical after rain, and the e↵ect of rain cleaning the surface of
the array. The loss in power for rain events recording precip-
itation between 50 to 100 mmmay be attributed to increased
deposition on the panel surface which would have been fa-
cilitated by rain or inferior operating conditions. Further
investigation on the reasons for these occurrences is war-
ranted and will be conducted in the future.
Figure 15b shows the frequency of change in produced power,
calculated as the di↵erence between output before and after
a rain event. These are sorted according to the magnitude
of change in power and categorised by the length of drought
period before the rain event. In general, the system appears

to perform better on the day following a rain event. This is
evidenced by the right-inclined distributions of the various
drought lengths. However, for shorter dry periods, there are
several instances when the performance of the system has
worsened after a rain event. The underlying reason for this
remains to be investigated and will be the focus of our future
work in this area.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The persistent growth in photovoltaic installations world-
wide necessitate the development of a systematic framework
to understand how these systems are performing in the field.
In this paper, we developed a generalised data-driven frame-
work to analyse the performance of a PV system, applying
it to performance data obtained from an existing PV instal-
lation atop an o�ce building in Queensland, Australia. The
methodology is able to characterise how performance varies
across the year in addition to identifying the relationship
between performance and various environmental parameters
such as relative humidity, ambient temperature and precipi-
tation. We also analysed how the PV system is impacted by
precipitation by examining the drought period and amount
of precipitation. Our analysis on how precipitation a↵ects
PV performance proved to be inconclusive, consistent with
Kimber et al [36]. Nevertheless, we believe that the frame-
work and analysis presented in this paper provide insights
on site-specific performance that can be acted on by system
owners.
The value of the work presented in this paper lies in the
fact that forensics on the performance of an existing PV in-
stallation may be performed without introducing additional
hardware. The generalised nature of the methodology fa-
cilitates its use in various other geographies – in particular,
to identify the impact of snow and sand storms. An under-
standing of the impact of controllable factors such as shad-
ing, shadowing, and soiling will undoubtedly be invaluable
in asset management and maintenance, in addition to aiding
real-time demand management and decision making.
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ABSTRACT
Scientific data repositories have historically made data widely
accessible to the scientific community, and have led to bet-
ter research through comparisons, reproducibility, as well as
further discoveries and insights. Despite the growing impor-
tance and utilization of data repositories in many scientific
disciplines, the design of existing data repositories has not
changed for decades. In this paper, we revisit the current
design and envision interactive data repositories, which not
only make data accessible, but also provide techniques for
interactive data exploration, mining, and visualization in an
easy, intuitive, and free-flowing manner.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.2.2 [Graph theory]: Graph algorithms; H.2.8 [Database

Applications]: Data Mining; H.3.3 [Information Stor-

age and Retrieval]: Relevance feedback; H.5.2 [Information

Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces

Keywords
Data repository, data archive, digital library, cyberinfras-
tructure, interactive data repository, visual analytics, inter-
active visualization, interactive graph mining, graph visual-
ization, network science, sensemaking, network repository

1. INTRODUCTION
Scientific progress often relies on standard data sets for which
claims, hypotheses, and algorithms can be compared and
evaluated. In recent years, scientific data repositories have
made data widely accessible to the broader scientific com-
munity, and have led to better research practices through
comparisons, reproducibility, as well as further discoveries
and innovations. Such data repositories are proving to be in-
creasingly valuable to many scientific disciplines (e.g., com-
puter science, bioinformatics, etc.) [6; 3], while other disci-
plines have only recently considered data sharing (e.g., ecol-
ogy, evolutionary biology, and psychology) [15; 9]. Further-
more, the recent hype of big data has fueled the importance
of sharing data for the greater good (e.g., healthcare, cli-
mate change). Hence, sharing data and making it accessible
is quickly becoming a standard, and in many disciplines is
now a requirement for funding [7; 8]. All of these reasons
have led to the growing number of data repositories and
their widespread use across a variety of disciplines.

Despite the growing importance and utilization of data repos-
itories in many scientific disciplines, the design of existing
data repositories has not changed for decades. Most existing
data repositories are designed for data sharing and manage-
ment rather than for scientific inquiry, which impedes the
possibility to easily explore the data and ask novel questions
beyond the questions that sparked data collection. This is
due to the current design of data repositories, which lacks
interactive visual analytics [13; 5; 2], mining, and statistical
tools that make it easier to understand, explore, and find
new and important patterns in the data.
In this paper, we revisit the traditional data repository con-
cept that has been widely used for decades, and instead,
we envision interactive data repositories (idr) [10; 11], an
alternative approach for the design of future data reposito-
ries, which not only makes data accessible, but also provides
techniques and tools to find, understand, and explore data
in an easy, intuitive, and free-flowing manner. Interactive
data repositories combine interactive visualizations with an-
alytic techniques to reveal important patterns and insights
for sense-making, reasoning, and decision-making. In addi-
tion, they facilitate research, education, training, and scien-
tific discovery. These repositories allow the user to explore a

Figure 1: Network Repository (nr) is a data repository
with interactive data exploration and visualization. nr is ac-
cessible online at http://networkrepository.com. nr goes
beyond data sharing and accessibility by providing state-
of-the-art visual analytic techniques for real-time interactive
data exploration/mining and visualization.
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single data set, or compare and contrast multiple data sets.
In particular, interactive data repositories integrate visual
analytic tools, which give the user full control to explore
and understand the data in real-time. Data can be explored
and visualized through user-defined and free-flowing trans-
formations, queries, filtering, among other possibilities. We
posit that the proposed interactive data repository concept
will replace existing data repositories that have been used
for decades.
We argue that interactive data repositories will significantly
speedup scientific progress and discovery by making data
accessible, but more importantly, by making data more dis-
coverable, interpretable, and reusable. This would provide
the broader scientific community with tools to quickly vali-
date research findings, helping the peer-review process, and
understand the caveats of published approaches based on
the data and its characteristics. These tools would make it
easier and more intuitive to explore the data in real-time,
without the overhead of downloading the data, formatting,
writing code/loading it, among others.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 proposes an interactive data repository for graphs
and provides a prototype, whereas Section 3 investigates in-
dependent and identically distributed (IID) data. Finally,
Section 4 concludes.

2. INTERACTIVE GRAPH REPOSITORY
This section discusses the design of an interactive data repos-
itory for graphs (a.k.a relational data, networks), where the
nodes represent entities (e.g., objects, people) and the links
represent the dependencies among them. Graphs arise as
a natural data representation, and allow us to study phe-
nomena in a variety of domains, including social, behav-
ioral, biological, transportation, communication, and finan-
cial domains. Studying these real-world graphs is crucial for
solving numerous problems that lead to high-impact appli-
cations. For example, identifying the behavior and interests
of users in online social networks (e.g., viral marketing, on-

Figure 2: Interactive exploration and visualization of the
properties and topology of graphs using Network Repository
(nr) to discover valuable insights.

line advertising), monitoring and detecting virus outbreaks
in human contact networks, predicting protein functions in
biological networks, and detecting anomalous behavior in
computer networks.
For demonstration, we discuss Network Repository (nr1)
— the first graph data repository with a web-based inter-
active platform for real-time graph analytics (Figure 1). nr
has hundreds of graphs for users to download and share.
However, the key factor that di↵erentiates nr from other
repositories [12; 14] is the interactive graph analytics and
visualization platform.
Network repository aims to improve and facilitate the sci-
entific study of graphs by making it easy to interactively
explore, visualize, and compare a large number of graphs
across many di↵erent dimensions and facets. nr currently
has 500+ graphs from 19 general collections (social, infor-
mation, and biological networks, among others) that span a
wide range of types (e.g., bipartite, temporal) and domains
(e.g., social science, physics, biology). In addition to explor-
ing the data in the repository, we also make it easy for users
to upload and quickly explore and visualize their own data
using the platform.
Next, we discuss some of the key features that that di↵er-
entiate nr from other repositories.

2.1 Interactive Graph Topology Visualization
The interactive platform gives users the unique ability to
interactively explore and visualize the topology of graphs in
seconds. Figure 2 demonstrates this feature, where users
have the flexibility to visualize any graph in the repository
by simply selecting it from the left menu. The left menu
displays a variety of graph collections which users can then
click to display all graphs in a given collection. Once a graph
is selected, we can then get a global view of the structural
patterns by zooming-out completely. Similarly, users can
drill-down on the regions of the graph that are of interest.
For instance, suppose a user is interested in large cliques,
then after spotting such regions from the global view, they
can zoom into these regions to obtain additional informa-
tion on the members of the clique and their connections and
graph characteristics.

2.2 Multi-scale Interactive Graph Analytics
In order to provide the most flexibility for exploring data,
nr provides a multi-scale graph analytics engine. This al-
lows for each graph property to be easily analyzed at various
levels of granularity and aggregation, which leads to a large
space of possibilities for exploring and querying the data.
Such an approach has many other advantages beyond pro-
viding users with a large space of possibilities for exploring
and querying the data. In particular, nr provides an in-
tuitive and meaningful approach that facilitates exploring
and understanding graphs and their structure, both at the
global macro-level as well as the local micro-level. For in-
stance, at the global macro-level, nr maintains a number
of global graph statistics and properties (e.g., total num-
ber of triangles, average clustering coe�cient, max k-core
number, etc). Alternatively, nr uses node-level (link-level)
graph properties to explore graphs at the local micro-level.
In addition, the multi-scale analytics engine leverages vi-
sual analytics tools that facilitate graph exploration. For

1
http://networkrepository.com
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Figure 3: A snapshot of the online page of the network
science coauthorship graph (ca-netscience), showing the in-
teractive graph visualization and scatter plot. Note that
each graph is automatically processed and assigned a unique
URL for reference. This URL makes it easy for others to
download the exact data, but also contains documentation
and metadata, as well as numerous interactive visualization
tools, graph statistics, as well as node-level statistics and
distributions.

example, an interactive scatter plot matrix to analyze the
correlation between pairs of node/link statistics (see an ex-
ample in Figure 3), which supports brushing to allow users
to highlight interesting nodes (and links) across the various
measures. Furthermore, semantic zooming can be used to
drill-down in order to understand the di↵erences between
individual nodes and links.
Further, nr leverages node and link summarization tech-
niques (e.g., binning/histograms, statistical distributions)
to obtain fast, meaningful and useful data representations.
For instance, nr provides interactive plots of the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) and the complementary CDF
for important graph properties (e.g., degree distribution).
These are known to be important for networks, capturing
interesting structural properties such as heavy-tailed distri-
butions (see an example in Figure 4).

2.3 Interactive Graph Search & Comparisons
Graphs are easily compared across a wide range of important
and fundamental graph statistics and properties (e.g., max
k-core number, total number of triangles, degree, max clique
size, motif counts, etc.). Figure 5 demonstrates how graphs
can be interactively compared using an interactive scatter
plot matrix and gives intuition for the types of queries and
questions that can be explored. Clearly, as we show in Fig-
ure 5, there is a collection of data points where each point
represents a graph, and users can use brushing to filter
graphs via any user-selected constraint(s) and then high-
lights all such graphs (or nodes/edges) that satisfy it across
all other interactive plots. In essence, nr supports inter-

Figure 4: Interactive plot of the triangle count complemen-
tary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)

Figure 5: Interactive scatter plot matrix for large-

scale graph comparisons. Interactively comparing
graphs across a wide range of fundamental graph properties.
Each data point represents a graph and each unique color
represents the graph collection (e.g., social networks). In
this example, we filter all graphs that have a global cluster-
ing coe�cient () greater than 0.6. Thus, all graph datasets
that satisfy this query are highlighted in all other interac-
tive plots. Further queries and research questions may be
explored using this set of graphs that satisfy  � 0.6.

Figure 6: Univariate statistics are updated on-the-fly after
any data filtering or querying/selection.

active techniques such as brushing, linking, highlighting, as
well as semantic zooming, to give the user full control to ex-
plore, query, and compare large collections of graphs across
many dimensions. Finally, nr provides search tools to search
for graphs by keywords and types.
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Figure 7: Interactive scatter plot matrix. The screenshot above is of the iris data where data points are colored by species.
The lower triangular shows the relationship between pairs of variables, whereas the diagonal provides univariate analysis (e.g.,
histograms, whisker plots, and outliers).

2.4 Scalability & Big Data Considerations
Big graph data may also be interactively explored and vi-
sualized using nr. We don’t just provide users with sum-
mary or graph-level statistics, but allow a much deeper ex-
ploration of the data while sending a significantly smaller
amount of data. For instance, users can interactively ex-
plore a range of distributions from a wide variety of impor-
tant graph properties and statistics. Whenever necessary,
we utilize state-of-the-art graph sampling methods to ensure
fast and e�cient loading and processing of the data while
being as accurate as possible [1]. These techniques are ex-
tremely e↵ective for sampling node features and visualizing
the structure and connectivity of the graphs.
Furthermore, at the heart of the interactive platform lies a
high-performance parallel graph analytics engine, which is
written in C/C++ and designed to be fast and scalable for
extremely large graphs. We note that it outperforms other
libraries such as GraphLab and igraph (e.g., on triangle and
motif counting).

3. STATISTICAL VISUAL ANALYTICS
This section discusses the design of interactive data reposi-
tories for IID data. Since visual analytic techniques for idr
largely depend on the scientific discipline, we discuss gen-
eral guidelines and provide examples from a recent visual
analytic platform for such data.
Interactive univariate analysis o↵ers a quick assessment of
a variable (e.g., see Figure 6 for point statistics). Fur-
ther, Figure 7 provides interactive box-and-whisker plots,
histograms, outlier detection/visualization, etc. To quan-

tify the relationship between two variables, one may use
bivariate point statistics (e.g., correlation coe↵. denoted
by r in Figure 7). A variety of visual bivariate analytic
techniques are shown in the lower-triangular region of Fig-
ure 7. In particular, interactive scatter plots, loess curves
(non-parametric, non-linear) [4], and regression lines. Cat-
egorical variables may be used to color the data points in
each scatter plot as well as the loess curves and regression
lines.
It is also important to provide interactive multidimensional
analytic techniques to understand the relationships between
variables simultaneously (e.g., the interactive scatter plot
matrix in Figure 7 with brushing and linking).
Interaction techniques such as brushing, linking, zooming,
panning, filtering are used heavily in idr. All data nor-
malization and transformations in Figure 7 are interactive,
rapid, incremental, and reversible.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper revisits existing scientific data repositories, and
instead, proposes the concept of an interactive data reposi-

tory that aims to facilitate scientific progress by incorporat-
ing interactive visual analytic techniques for the exploration,
mining, and understanding of data in real-time. The paper
also discusses a prototype of interactive data repositories for
both graph data and independent and identically distributed
(IID) data.
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